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• Ghosts
Buildings hold haunted pasts
By Dave Bailey
Moine Campus staff
Boo!
Halloween is back, that time of
year for orange-tinted store dis-
plays and gorging on cheap candy.
Not to mention haunted houses
loaded with spooks.
Ghostly encounters only hap-
pen on Saturday-morning cartoons,
in the eyes of some skeptics.
Not quite.
Just ask Vice President of Stu-
dent Government Scott Morelli
about haunted houses. He'll spin
you a treasure trove of stories about
the mysterious ghost known as Joe
Goss who has occupied his Phi
Kappa Sigma house since it was
built in 1903.
It's only fitting that the house
has a gigantic skull gracing its front.
"A pledge of ours in the early
part of the century mysteriously
died and is buried under our front
steps," Morelli said.
It's not exactly known how
Goss wound up in the nether world.
Goss, who Morelli describes
as a "big white blurry figure,"
has been known to perform his
antics when the house is sparse-
ly occupied.
Morelli tells of a Goss sighting
Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity (file photo)
from one of his fraternity brothers
when he was a pledge back in
1995. The fellow was snoozing in
a bunk bed upstairs when Goss
decided to make an appearance.
"He heard some noise. He heard
the floor creaking," Morelli said.
"So he looked out to see what was
going on. And then out of the wall
he saw this figure coming and [it]
ran right at him, ran right through
his bed and into the wall.
"He said he didn't know how
he knew it, but he said he knew it
was Joe Goss."
Fellow Kappa Jerry Graffam
added that Goss has been known to
pull a prank or three.
"A stereo that's totally off will
go on in the middle of the night,"
Graffam said. "He's locked every-
one out of the house before."
But the Kappas figured out a
way to quell Mr. Goss.
"We actually initiated him a
few years back," Morelli said.
"[We were] hoping that would kind
of quiet him down.
"He's been a lot happier lately.
90 years later, -he finally got his
wish."
"He's not Casper, but he's not
going to scare anybody," Graffam
See GHOSTS on page 6
• Volunteers
Work with no pay gains rewards
By Beth Haney
Maine Campus staff
While there is a lot of volun-
teering on campus, only a small
group of people are doing the ma-
jority of it, according to the associ-
ate dean of Students and Commu-
nity Life.
Most of the volunteering done
on campus is done by the Univer-
sity of Maine's fraternities and
sororities, said Robert Dana. The
Greeks do approximately 40,000
hours of service a year, he said.
"They are responsible for thou-
sands of dollars that they give to
charities," Dana said.
Jen Upton, the community chair
of Chi Omega, said the sorority is
holding a Halloween party at their
house for kids of the greater Bang-
or area and is affiliated with
Downeast Big Brothers, Big Sis-
ters. Upton said sisters also volun-
teer at the Manna Soup Kitchen
every week.
"We have four or five girls go
every Monday for about an hour
and 15 minutes," Upton said. "We
serve food and help clean up."
The main goal of service soror-
ities and fraternities such as Gamma
Sigma Sigma and Alpha Phi Omega
is community service, said Michael
Johnson, a graduate communication
major and the Greek life consultant
and special events coordinator.
"Greeks build it into their creed.
They are not forced to do it, but on
their own they do five to six projects
a semester," Johnson said.
Other service projects held by
Greeks including clothing drives,
sleep outs for the homeless shelter
and battered woman's shelter, col-
lecting excess food from the com-
mons to donate to the soup kitchen,
cleaning the Riverbed, and raising
money for the Children's Miracle
Network, Johnson said.
The Greeks also do a blood
drive during Greek Week every
year. Normally, the drive collects
600 to 1,000 pints. The Red Cross
counts on this large blood dona-
tion every year, Johnson said.
"I' ve been told by the Red Cross
that it is the single largest blood
drive in the Northeast in a single
day," Johnson said.
Sherry Treworgy, associate di-
rector at the career center, said
more people should volunteer be-
cause it has many advantages.
Volunteering, whether through
"I strongly recommend this
because you are paid in experi-
ence," she said. "Willingness to
work just to get experience is a
measure of an individual's dedica-
tion and sincerity, and the people
Circle K and a ROTC member help out at the concessions bar of
a blood drive. (Mike Zubnik photo.)
an internship or at a local organiza-
tion, can be beneficial to the stu-
dent as well as to the community. It
shows potential employers that a
student is hard —working and cares
about their city or town, said stu-
dent adviser Kathryn Olmstead.
you work with often will write
recommendations later when you
apply for a full time job."
Volunteering may help person-
al growth, said Treworgy. It helps
See VOLUNTEERS on page 4
• Stafford loans
Debt follows
graduation
By Elizabeth Beaulieu
Maine Campus staff
Though University of Maine stu-
dents pursue a career in a wide vari-
ety of subjects, one eventually most
will have to face after graduating is
paying back their Stafford loans.
This May's graduates will be in
debt a cumulative average of
$13,500 for their UMaine educa-
tion, according to the assistant di-
rector of student aid.
"Most people can get a Stafford
loan," Mila Tappan said. "The only
time the university doesn't give
them is when a student has other
financial aid that equals the cost of
attending school."
Tappan said Stafford loans are the
most common type of aid received by
college students. Between 65 percent
and 75 percent of graduating seniors
have Stafford loans, Tappan said.
Students are awarded subsidized
Stafford loans on a need basis. While
in school or during deferment, the
federal government pays the interest
on the loan, Tappan said.
Students awarded subsidized
Stafford Loans don't have finan-
cial need as defined by the govern-
ment. Students are responsible for
paying for the interest on the loan
the whole time, Tappan said. Stu-
dents have the choice of paying off
the interest as they go or letting the
interest accumulate, Tappan said.
If students let the interest collect,
See LOANS on page 6
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• Hamas
Arafat denounces militant
attack on Israeli students
3 
GUSH KATIE JUNCTION, Gaza Strip (AP) _
An Islamic militant drove an explosives-laden car
into an Israeli army jeep that was escorting a bus full
of elementary school students today, killing the
attacker and a soldier.
The anti-Israeli group Hamas claimed responsibility,
and Israel warned Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat that
he would have to take tough steps against the militants if
he wanted the new land-for-security agreement to pro-
ceed as scheduled.
Arafat spoke to Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netan-
yahu by phone, denounced the attack and promised to track
down those behind the bombing. .
The suicide attack also injured six people, three
Israelis and three Palestinian girls who live nearby. The
40 Israeli children ort the bus, ranging in age from ("to 14,
were unharmed.
, The terror attack, the second this week, makes it increas-
ingly difficultfor Netanyahu to fend off hard-line criticism.
.konotntatiolkw,tptiiibting
Palestinians of not living up to security pledges, raising
concerns that implementation of the deal could be delayed.
-
• Dangers of E
Study links major brain
damage to Ecstasy usage
1 LONDON (AP) — People who use the illegaldrug Ecstasy are putting themselves at risk ofdeveloping brain damage, according to a new study.
Brain scans of 14 men and women who used
the party drug show it damages the nerves that release
serotonin, the chemical believed to play a role in mood,
thought processes, eating and sleep, researchers at Johns
Hopkins University Medical School have found.
The damage occurred even with infrequent use and at
typical doses of one or two tablets, but the more taken,
the more severe the effects, according to the study,
published in this week's issue of The Lancet, a British
medical journal.
And although some of the participants had not taken
the drug for several years, their brain scans were not
much better. None of the 14 had taken it within three
weeks before their tests, the researchers say.
Ecstasy, a hybrid of the hallucinogen mescaline and
the stimulant amphetamine chemically known as
MDMA, has been shown in previous studies to cause
brain damage in animals at doses similar to those used
by humans.
• Hero's welcome
Pak returns home as new
U.S. Women's Open champ
TAEJON, South Korea (AP) — Koreans have an4 expression for it— "coming home in a silkbrocade."
Coming home in glory is exactly what golfing
sensation Se Ri Pak did Wednesday as thousands
of citizens spilled onto the streets and craned out
of windows to cheer their beloved daughter's return to
this provincial city.
Millions of South Koreans have watched on televi-
sion as Pak mesmerized women's golf with the most
sensational rookie year since Nancy Lopez in 1978.
Her exploits have helped a country momentarily for-
get an economic crisis that has driven the jobless rate
to record highs.
"Se Ri was exactly what the country needed. Heaven
,
sent her to us at the right moment,'  said Kim Sook-hee,
a SO-year-old house4fe.
Even the govern ' nt got in the act, running a mo-
' ,
rale-boosting TV a afor recession-weary Koreans. h -
shows Pak shooting lr Way out of a-vvater hazard tO'\kin
n. Song lyrics in the backgrothid
say: "The road ahead of us may be king atidrough .:.-Wil-t
we will overcome eventually." ' ' •
• summit
Trimble, McLaughlin make
progress as deadline nears
2 BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP) — NorthernIreland's rival politicians argued behind closed doorsThursday about why they had not yet formed a new
cross-community government, as they faced a symbol-
ically important deadline.
April's Northern Ireland peace accord contained few dead-
lines in sketching out how Protestants and Catholics should
share power.
It did, however, specify that a new Northern Ireland govern-
ment should hold an inaugural summit with the Irish govern-
ment by a deadline this Saturday to begin discussing areas of
mutual cooperation.
David Trimble, chief representative of the north's British
Protestant majority and the figurehead of the new govern-
ment, is refusing to let the IRA-allied Sinn Fein party partic-
ipate in any new government before the Irish Republican
Army starts disarming.
As he entered the Stormont Parliamentary Building, Sinn
Fein chairman Mitchel McLaughlin called for the immediate
appointment of the government, a Cabinet-style Executive in
which Sinn Fein would hold two of a possible 12 seats oversee-
ing such departments as agriculture and education.
• Mystery
42 whales dead, scientists
puzzled in New Zealand
WELLINGTON, New Zealand (AP) — Conser-
5 vation officials shot and killed 42 stranded pilotwhales today as 288 whales perished on a remote
beach off the southern tip of New Zealand.
The whales were stranded on Stewart Island late
Wednesday and most were dead by the time Department of
Conservation officials reached them today.
"The surviving whales were so distressed it was better to
put them out of their misery," Southland conservation offi-
cial Lou Sanson told The Associated Press. "This is one of
the largest mass strandings in the world and was a distressing
scene for the staff."
-A hunting party found the long-finned pilot whales, also
known as black whales, hard aground at remote Doughboy Bay.
When department staff flew over the site at dawn today only 60
whales were alive. Eighteen more had died by late morning.
'`The judgment was made'that all the whales were too far
gone to save them," 'Sanson said.
Experts remained puzzled as to why the whales blindly
ittutri to deadly shallows. Theories include that one whale is
baChed by aCciclent while chasing food, then attracts the
'to-titers in its pod with its distress cries.
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• Residence halls
Committee to study housing needs
By Amanda Hebert
Maine Campus staff
No new residence halls will be built
before the year 2000, despite increased en-
rollment, according to the interim director
of residential life.
"There are no plans," said Barbara Smith.
"There is a committee being called together
to review and come up with a conceptual
plan of where we want to go next."
Smith said the committee will be study-
ing the needs of students and how they are
met by the current housing and dining ser-
vices. The committee will decide if there is
a need to build more facilities to serve the
increasing number of students.
The committee will also attempt to de-
termine what kind of housing is needed,
where it would be located, how it would be
staffed and how much it would cost students
in room and board.
Smith said that there is a push by the
administration to increase the number of
undergraduates at the University of Maine.
"The goal is to have a higher number of
undergraduates," she said.
This goal will be met if the current trend
She said the halls in the Stewart quad are
traditional, with two long wings and rooms
lining both sides of the halls. The older
dorms lack privacy, which many students
want.
"Certainly what I know, there is a demand
for more students to have more control over
their space," she said. "This may lead to more
single rooms, and also presents the question
of first— and second-year students versus
third— ,fourth— and fifth— year students."
Smith said first-year students do better
with the more programmed atmosphere of
the halls, where as older students can do well
in less structured places such as DTAV and
York Village.
Although Smith said overcrowding was
not a major issue this year, some students
who requested doubles as single rooms
were given roommates.
Erin Tebbettes, a sophomore biology
major, said she requested a double-single,
but was assigned a single-single. She was
told there was not enough room for her to
have the double-single.
"I wanted a double-single because I want-
ed a lot of room," she said. "I was OK with it.
A single is plenty of room for one person."
Se Jong Park and Barbara Lang residents of Estabrook Hall, study math in front of
their halls. (file photo.)
continues. Smith said the number of first-
year students is large this year. An increas-
ing student body could stress the current
living facilities, but Smith said overcrowd-
ing will not be a factor until fall of 2000.
"We're OK for next year," she said.
"Any changes will be for the fall of 2000."
There are fewer empty rooms than in the
past, according to Sheryl Mayuski, resident
director of Aroostook Hall and graduate
student in higher education and student de-
velopment.
"I wouldn't say that they are crowded,
just that numbers are up," she said. "There
aren't a lot of spaces in Aroostook Hall, but
there are some."
Smith said even though she doesn't fore-
see a problem within the next two years, they
need to begin planning for the future now.
"You have to plan ahead," she said.
It is more likely that current halls will be
renovated, rather than adding more housing,
Smith said. Some of the older halls, such as.
Balentine, Estabrooke, Han, Hancock and
the Stewart quad, will be renovated over the
summer, Smith said.
The Stewart quad is ,94$1„,an4,44Aelts,
charm," she said. 'it will be reftibiihed this
summer, focusing on the students."
Smith said in the past there were rooms
meant to house three people that now house
two. She said she would like to avoid going
back to putting three people in those rooms.
Kristin Jean, a first-year computer sci-
ence student , lives with one roommate in
what was once a triple room. She said she
disagrees with putting three people in the
rooms.
"Where would we put all our stuff? We
have a hard time keeping the mess to a
minimum so we can walk around!" she said.
Jean also said that it is hard enough
living with and respecting one roommate;
two would be much harder.
"I couldn't deal with living with two
other people," she said.
Smith said if new halls are constructed in
the near future, they may deviate from the
current format. Classrooms in the halls and
faculty in residence are possibilities for the
new halls. Mayuski said she supports this
idea.
More theme housing is possible, Smith
said. It is possible that programs such as 8-
cubed and engineering wings may become
more prevalent.
More single rooms wide — living
areas are also possibilities. Smith said.
Police Report
A woman walking to her car in the
PM lot heard a man whistle at her at
8:15 Thursday. When she turned to
look at the man he dropped his pants
and displayed his penis to her. The man,
who appeared to be 56" and in his early
20s, was wearing white painter—like
pants and a backwards cap.
A white vehicle, which had its trunk
up and appeared to have its license—plate
; light out, was pulled over on Wednesday
in the Beta parking lot. The driver, Cyn-
thia Botett, 22, said she was aware the
trunk was open, but she didn't bother to
stop to put it down. The license—plate
light did work, but the plate was tinted.
A routine check from the department of
motor vehicles revealed her driver's li-
cense was suspended.- Botett was sum-
moned for operating a motor vehicle
after her right to do so was suspended.
Rena M. Lolar, 21, was summoned
for operating a motor vehicle after her
license was suspended and operating an
unregistered vehicle when she was pulled
over at 12:50 a.m. Sunday in the Sigma
Nu parking lot. She was also warned for
operating an uninspected motor vehicle
and failure to produce insurance.
Benjamin Maynard Welch, 20, was
summoned for possession of alcohol by a
minor after an officer observed him at 11:23
p.m. Saturday near York Village carrying
a plastic bag and attempting to conceal it.
A male student reported to Pub-
lic Safety receiving a threatening voice
mail message at 9:37 p.m. Saturday.
The caller, who sounded intoxicated
and seemed to be disguising his voice,
reportedly believed the student was
dating his girlfriend Michelle, but the
student said he didn't know a girl by
that name.
The outside driver's mirror of a
1988 Plymouth parked in the Stewart
parking lot was reported broken at
1:19 p.m. Saturday. The estimated
damage is $50.
• Someone removed the front panel of
the University of Maine sign at the Ran-
gley Road and Park Street entrance. An
officer found the sign at 1:30 a.m.Tuesday
in the parking lot at 95 Park Place with
blood stains on it. The sign was dusted for
prints and a blood sample was retrieved.,
The estimated damage is $100.
By Kristen Dobler
Maine Campus staff
MISSING
Thomas A. Robert
has been missing.from the University of Maine
Orono campus since August 29, 1998.
If you have any information regarding his whereabouts
please contact Kevin Robert (Father) 207-284-8333
L
iamemmimingimimmisummaimumimmummijin the evening, or e- ail to reaitor(a,gwi.net
His family is wiry concerned for safety and well being.
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Sex Matters by Sandra L. Caron
October is Breast Health Month, which
serves as a special reminder to us all (both
women and men!) that regular breast self-
examination can mean the difference be-
tween life and death. A regular breast self-
exam is simple, painless and takes only a few
minutes of your time each month. If caught
early, breast cancer can be controlled and is
seldom fatal. Early detection usually means
the growth has not spread. This may mean a
simpler, less disfiguring lumpectomy in-
stead of a modified or radical mastectomy.
Despite this optimistic outcome for early
detection, one-third of the 110,000 Ameri-
can women diagnosed every year with breast
cancer will die because the growth was not
discovered early enough to control it. Regu-
lar breast self—examination could signifi-
cantly reduce this death rate. In women over
the age of 35, a mammogram is also recom-
mended.
By examining your breasts regularly,
you will learn how your breasts feel and will
be able to notice any changes. For women,
breast tissue varies depending on the time of
the menstrual cycle, so the best time to
examine yourself is five days after your
period has ended when any fullness or tender-
ness has subsided. Also, keep in mind that
while the directions below outline a self-exam,
this exam can also be performed on you by
your regular long-term partner.
You can start your self-exam during a
shower or bath. Glide your flat hand over the
whole surface of each breast, using the right
hand to check the left breast and the left hand
for the right breast. Notice any lumps, hard
knots or thickening.
Next, stand in front of a mirror (or in front
of your partner), with your arms held at your
sides. Visually check the size and shape of
each breast for any swelling, dimpling or
change in the nipple. Repeat this visual inspec-
tion with your arms raised above your head
and also while holding your hands on your
hips. Remember, few women have matching
breasts; few women have both breasts of the
same size and shape. Squeeze the nipple to
check for any discharge. Any irregularity
should be checked medically—make an ap-
pointment at Cutler.
The third phase of the exam involves pal-
pation, feeling the breast for unusual lumps
and thickness. A lump may be a normal gland,
a benign cyst or an indication of an early and
treatable malignancy. For this phase, lay down
on a flat surface. Place your left hand behind
your head; if your breasts are larger, also place
a pillow or folded towel under your left shoul-
der blade. With the three middle fingers of
your right hand (or using your partner's hand),
press gently using small circular motions to
examine the breast. Begin at the breastbone
and work around the outside of the breast until
a complete circle has been formed. Continue
to examine in a circular motion until the entire
breast has been covered. Do not use the finger-
tips. Notice any lumps, thickening, hardening,
soreness or tenderness. If you feel something
unusual, check to see if it has a boundary or
whether it gradually blends into surrounding
tissue. If it "melts" into surrounding tissue,
then it is probably just a gland. Or, if you feel
a lump on one breast, check to see if the same
lump exists on the other breast. Lumps in the
breast, especially very small ones, are most
likely to be discovered when the exam is done
while the breasts are wet. A note of caution:
If you are small-breasted, try not to confuse
your ribs for lumps!
Reverse your position and repeat the pro-
cedure to examine your right breast. It will
take a few months before you know what is
natural for your breasts. Once you are famil-
iar with your breasts (or your partner's
breasts), you will be able to detect a suspi-
cious condition. Remember, most breast
lumps are benign, not malignant.
A special note to men: Although breast
cancer accounts for 26% of all cancers in
women, slightly less than 1 in 100 cases of
breast cancer occur in men. That may sound
like nothing for you to be concerned about,
especially when you are young and healthy.
But if you happen to be the occasional male
who develops breast cancer, you could be
very happy you did a monthly breast exam.
All you need to do is follow the steps outlined
above. Please take care of yourself!
Sandra L Caron is an associate profes-
sor of family relations/human sexuality in
the College of Education & Human Devel-
opment; she teaches CHF 351: Human Sex-
uality in the spring semester. Questions for
Dr. Caron can be sent directly to her at The
Maine Campus, Chadbourne Hall. Copy-
right Sandra L Caron 1998
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BIGGEST TUITION
INCREASE EVER!!
AT UMAINE
$3,900 ...and our current
legislators let it
happen!
Scott Morelli
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increase 
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tuition hikes 
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students!
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Questions? Call 866-4930 anytime!
Paid for by Morelli for Representative PO Box 187 Orono, ME 04473
Laurie M. Dionne Treas.
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Volunteers from page 1
to build skills like leadership, experience,
communication and organization.
"It builds skills that builds confidence,
and employers like to see that you are stay-
ing connected to the conirrumity," Trewor-
gy said. "It can also be used to test out
interests with career choices."
Volunteer and Community Efforts is an
organization that connects students with orga-
nizations who need volunteers.
Carole LeClaire, the administrative as-
sistant at the Center for Students and Com-
munity Life, said VOICE organizes Make a
Difference Day. According to Jennifer Ma-
jor, the head student coordinator at VOICE
and a senior secondary education major,
VOICE recorded 15,000 hours of communi-
ty service last year.
LeClaire said that fraternities and sororities
make up a large part of their volunteers, while
most others come in looking for internships.
Students also have the opportunity to
volunteer through Alternative Spring Break
and Circle K. Chuck McKay, a third—year
English major and the public relations offic-
er for Alternative Spring Break, said last
year 18 students and 2 faculty members
drove to South Carolina and rebuilt, remod-
eled and repaired old houses. This year they
will be doing three trips: one to South Caro-
lina, one to Detroit, Mich., and one to Har-
lem, N.Y., McKay said.
"It was really incredible [last year], the
group bonded really well. We really learned
a lot and we got a great response from the
community," McKay said. "One of our goals
is to eventually make our program a large
and sought-after one on campus. We want to
show as many people as possible how worth-
while and fun volunteering can be."
Circle K is a volunteer organization
on campus that donates the majority of
their fundraising to the Kiwanis Pediat-
ric Trauma Institute in Boston, said Roy
Turner, their faculty adviser. They are
currently raising money for children with
an iodine deficiency disorder through
UNICEF.
Treworgy said most students are hesitant
to volunteer because of the high cost of
college. Students feel time spent volunteer-
ing could be spent at a job that pays.
"If students didn't feel. so pressured,
they'd do more," Treworgy said.
Jessica Wentworth, a first-year comput-
er engineering major, said that she volun-
teered at her hometown, but not at UMaine
because she doesn't have the time.
"I'd like to get involved with some AIDS
work, but I don't know of a group on cam-
pus," she said. "Also, in high school I didn't
have to study as much so I had more free
time to volunteer."
Volunteering is worth the time and ef-
fort, Olmstead said.
"You can list volunteer work on your
resume," said Olmstead, "and if you do a
good job and make connections with peo-
ple in the community it can be an addition
to your list of qualifications."
The Maine Campus recycles.
Share it with a friend.
The Maine Campus
VOTE STEVENS NOV. 3
Paid for and authorized by the Committe to Re-Elect Representative Kathleen Stevens, Jeannie Matava, Treas.
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• Human Rights
Holocaust survivor tops Peace Week events
By Beth Haney
Maine Campus staff
The variety of speakers and presenta-
tions given during Peace Week broaden
students' understanding of issues and mo-
tivate them to look at the world differently.
"The major ,goals of Peace Week are
to get people aware of peace and justice,
stimulate the people who already care
about peace and justice issues. And to
provide a sence of community," said Mar-
quita Hill, the Peace Studies teacher and
the cooperating professor of chemical
engineering.
Peace Week was started four years
ago to raise awareness about peace and
justice issues around the world. This
year's theme was "Confronting intoler-
ance: How do we move from oppression
to compassionate justice?"
The success of Peace Week this year
was largely due to the appearance of
Holocaust survivor Zev Kedem.
In his talk at the Maine Center for the
Arts Monday night, Kedem described
what the war experience was like for a lot about concentration camps," said
Jew.
"The Holocaust was like a sort of open
hunting season — all the civil rights of
Jews were taken away," Kedem said.
"Anyone caught outside the barbed wire
[of the ghetto] was in danger of being shot
or imprisoned. Anyone with a radio was
considered a spy and could be executed."
"This was treatment that went way
beyond slavery," he said.
Kedem was imprisoned in six differ-
ent concentration camps for three years
of his childhood. He said he was saved
because he was one of the 1,100 people
put on Oskar Schindler's list.
Kedem is presently a documentary
filmmaker. He was consulted with and
appeared in Steven Spielberg' s "Schin-
dler's List."
Barbara Blazja, coordinator of Peace
Studies, said approximately 400 people
attended the address, which is more people
than those who have attended in the past.
"It's important for students to be
studying this because many don't know a
David Currier, a third—year theater ma-
jor. "It's unbelievable that people deny
that it really happened."
Lynne Sulsarz, a first—year zoology
major, said she didn't attendKedem's talk
because it would have been too difficult
for her.
"I didn't go to Zev Kedem because I
didn't know if I could deal with it," Sul-
sarz said. "The only time my babcia
[grandmother] cried in front of me was
when we talked about the Holocaust. She
lived in Poland at the time of the war."
Another speaker for the week was
Miranda Esmaralda Rivera from El Sal-
vador, who was sponsored by Peace
through InterAmerican Community Ac-
tion, or PICA.
Rivera has been fighting for the poor
people of El Salvador and leads a wom-
en's organization there.
"There is more tranquillity in the com-
munities now than during the war," Rivera
said, "But we have new problems: domes-
tic violence, unemployment for women,
women's literacy, and lack of training.
"We're looking for equality between
men and woman here in the country side,"
she said.
Other presentations included one by
Zafaryab Ahmed, a journalist and human
right's activist from Pakistan.
Blazja said it takes nearly a year to
book the guest speakers.
"We find most of our keynote speak-
ers through a talent agency in New York.
Sometimes we request people and some-
times they recommend people—they rec-
ommended Zev," Blazja said.
The committee that organizes the event
sends out invitations to groups on and off
campus, to see if they will sponsor a pre-
sentation. The Maine Peace Action Com-
mittee sponsored the movie "The Salt of
the Earth," which was shown Oct. 28.
The presentations were important, but
some events were missed by students due
to poor advertising, Currier said.
"It definitely should have been ad-
vertised more, especially in the dorms or
on the student video channel," he said.
V
Ii
OTE
ON#1
ON NOVEMBER 3RD,
UMaine Needs
Your Help!
VOTE YES ON QUESTION #1,
A $20 Million
Research & Development
State Bond Proposal
$10.8 million will come to UMaine:
• to build research and teaching labs
• to enhance learning opportunities
• to provide student jobs on campus
• to help build a better UMaine
Remember, if you live on campus, you can vote at Doris Twitchell Allen Village.
If you live off campus and don't know where to vote, please call 581-3743.
Paid for and authorized by the Research and Development Bond Campaign Committee,
Jeffery N. Mills, Treasurer, P.O. Box 1104, Bangor 04402-1104
SEE RESULTS FOR UMAINE!
Paid for and authorized by the Committe to Re-Elect Representative Kathleen Stevens, Jeannie Matava, Treas.
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Loans from page 1
the student must pay the amount borrowed
plus the accrued interest.
"You have to be careful if you are going
to take out an unsubsidized loaa," she said.
"They should only borrow for what they
absolutely need."
First-year students are allowed to bor-
row up to $2,625, second-year students
$3,500, and third and fourth-year students
$5500.
Tappan said the federal government re-
calculates the interest rate every year, but
the rate is capped at 8.25 percent.
"The last couple of years it was higher
than 8.25 percent," she said. "If it's more
than 8.25, students still pay 8.25 percent, but
if it's lower they pay that amount."
The interest rate this year is 7.46 percent,
Tappan said.
Tappan said student lenders often have
programs that reduce the interest rate under
certain circumstances.
For example, some student lenders have
a flat discounted rate that shaves up to 1
percent off the current rate. Other programs
reward students with a reduced rate if they
make a certain amount of payments on time.
Still other lenders reduce the rate by .25
percent or .50 percent if a students' pay-
ments are directly withdrawn from their
checking account.
"Most lenders are doing something to
reduce the interest rate," she said. "That' s an
improvement because I've been repaying
and my rate is fixed at 8 percent with no
possibility of reducing the rate."
Once students graduate, the lender cal-
culates what it believes the interest rate will
be over the time repayment will occur, and
adjusts the rate yearly, Tappan said.
"If the interest rate is lowered once the
repayment has begun, it generally doesn't
lower the payment," Tappan said. "Instead,
it reduces the length of the time it takes to
pay back the loan."
Repayment for Stafford loans begins six
months after graduation. However, pay-
ments can be deferred up to three years if the
student is returning to school, is unemployed
or is experiencing "economic hardship,"
Tappan said.
Tappan said students have up to 10 years
to repay, and most students take the full time
to repay.
"The majority of students pay off other
higher — interest loans first because the rate
for a Stafford is comparatively much low-
er," Tappan said.
Re-elect Senator Mary
Cathcart
Democrat
Senate
District 7
Leadership
That Works
for
UMaine
Endorsed by 
• Maine Education Association
• Maine State Employees Association
• Maine AFL-CIO
• Maine League of Conservation Voters
• Sportsman's Alliance of Maine (SAM-PAC)
• National Organization for Women
Paid for and authorized by Cathcart for Senate • 120 Maine St, • Orono, ME 04473
If a student decides to pay more than the
required monthly payment, the principal —
amount borrowed — will be lowered, Tappan
said.
"If you make payments larger than the
scheduled amount," Tappan said. "The
amount goes directly to reducing principal."
If students are late with their monthly
payments, the total amount they have to pay
back increases.
"It will cost you more because you'll pay
more in interest," Tappan said.
Executive Vice President Joan Rock of
the University Credit Union said students
should pay back their loans to the best of
their ability.
"It's in their best interest to pay back and
in a timely fashion," Rock said. "Because
what they do goes on their credit report."
Tappan said educational loans are the
first thing lenders look at when you apply
for a loan.
"If a person is delinquent on their educa-
tional loans and those are the most friendly that
exist than getting other loans is questionable,"
Tappan said.
However, if students have problems pay-
ing back their loans, they should immediate-
ly contact their lender, Rock said.
"Don't say, `I don't have money to pay, I'll
ignore it," Rock said. "Both of my kids had
difficulty when they first got out of school, and
it wasn't difficult for them to get help."
Chad Poulin, a fifth-year electrical engi-
neering major graduating in May, said the
Stafford Loan wasn't the deciding factor in
whether he could attend college, but it helped.
"It took a lot of pressure off my parents,"
Poulin said.
Poulin said he doesn't foresee his having
any problems paying off the loan once he
graduates.
Ghosts from page 1
added. "He's more of a prankster."
Robert Brewer of Beta Theta Pi tells the
tale of Evelyn, a deceased house mother who
has been heard but not seen. Apparently after
she entered the nether world she liked the
Beta house so much she decided to stick
around.
"She goes around, shuts things off here
and there," Brewer said. "She's been known
to walk around. People who are on the floor
below, they can hear footsteps."
As with Joe Goss, Evelyn is known to do her
work when only a handful of people are around.
"No one's ever seen Evelyn," Brewer said.
"But she's called out people's names before."
Evelyn also has a bit of prankster in her.
"She shuts off my alarm clock," Brewer
said. "Sometimes when I need rest and I'll set
the alarm clock, and I'll wake up and it'll be
shut off."
But Evelynisn't so much a haunter as
she is a caretaker.
"She does oversee everyone," Brewer
added. "She takes care of her Betas."
One final story comes from Chadbourne
Hall custodian Gary "Bubba" Martin. Chad-
bourne has been occupied by the spirit of the
late Dr. Ava Chadbourne, for whom the
building is named.
"Funny things happen in this building at
night," Bubba said. "Lights move and go off
and on when nobody's there."
How often does Chadbourne, whose
portrait can be found in the first floor of the
building, do her dirty work?
"Every year around this time," Bubba
said. "If [the portrait] blinks you'll know it's
haunted."
Ghosts such as Joe Goss, Evelyn and
Chadbourne may not be the most haunting
spirits on the block, but they certainly give
new meaning to the phrase "trick or treat."
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Monday and Thursday
from 9 to 11 p.m.
only @ W1VEB 91.9 fm
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• Theft
Car dealer accused of embezzling funds
BANGOR (AP) — An owner of a car
dealership is being accused of taking
$655,000 from company accounts, in-
cluding one that served as a retirement
fund for the business' employees.
Christopher R. A. Walker III, for-
merly of Hermon, is named in the civil
suit in Penobscot County Superior Court
by Beacon Cadillac Oldsmobile Jeep and
Eagle co-owners Jerry Conn and Joseph
Gallant.
Walker, the other owner, also served
as company treasurer.
The suit alleges that Walker took at
• Retail
Wal—Mart loses two lawsuits
BANGOR (AP) — Maine juries have
ruled against the Wal-Mart retailing giant in
two separate cases, including a case brought
by a Bangor mother who says store employ-
ees falsely accused her teen-age son of shop-
lifting.
After deliberating three hours Wednes-
day, an eight-member federal jury in Bang-
or agreed that Deborah McCann, her daugh-
ter Jillian, 18, and son Jonathan, 14, were
virtually imprisoned for more than an hour
at a store there after the son was wrongly
accused of shoplifting.
However, jurors sided with Wal-Mart in
denying the family's claim that its reputa-
tion was damaged by what people saw and
heard during the December 1996 incident.
The jury awarded $10,000 in damages to
Jonathan McCann and $5,000 each to his
mother and sister for a total of $20,000.
Wal-Mart attorney John McCarthy of
Bangor declined to comment on the verdict
or the prospect of an appeal.
During the three-day trial, Wal-Mart
employees testified that the incident arose
from a case of mistaken identity.
The family said they were restrained at
the front of the store for more than an hour
after the acting night manager and another
employee approached them as they left a
cash register area after making some house-
hold purchases.
The night manager informed Debra Mc-
Cann that her children were not allowed in
the store and that her son had been caught
shoplifting there two weeks before.
McCann and her children followed the
employees to the front of the store and stood
near an exit for more than an hour while
telephone calls were made.
While the McCanns thought the police
were being called, a manager contacted a
store security official who said the employ-
ees had detained the wrong people.
In the other lawsuit, a Portland-based
clothing chain accused Wal-Mart of damag-
ing its reputation by calling its phone system
unresponsive.
In Portland, a U.S. District Court jury
Wednesday awarded $50,000 to Levinsky's,
ending a long-running legal dispute.
The case stemmed from a 1994 story in
Biz, a free Portland-based business publica-
tion, that quoted a Wal-Mart manager as
saying Levinsky's phone system was unre-
sponsive.
When the case first went to trial two
years ago, jurors awarded $600,000 to
Levinsky's. But a federal appeals court
threw out that verdict, saying the manag-
er's description of Levinsky's as "trashy"
was opinion that he had a legal right to
express.
The only remaining issue in this week's
trial was whether the remark about
Levinsky's phone system was defamatory.
Jurors concluded that it was.
Company president Eric Levinsky says
his family feels vindicated by the verdict.
"It makes me feel like we were justified
to pursue this. We were wronged, two juries
have told us that. We got justice again," he
said. "It shows that a little guy can win."
A lawyer for Wal-Mart said the compa-
ny is glad the case is over and it does not
expect to appeal.
• Politics
Waterville mayor pressured to resign
WATER VILLE (AP) — A recall effort
has been launched to oust Mayor Ruth Jo-
seph from office.
The development came after five of
Waterville's seven city councilors signed a
letter criticizing Joseph's management style
and asking her to step down. Joseph said she
intends to stay.
Bruce Plaisted of Waterville filed an
affidavit with the city clerk Wednesday to
start a recall effort, saying he wants the
mayor to be held accountable to voters.
Plaisted has 25 days to collect 1,499 signa-
tures to force a recall vote.
On Thursday, the Morning Sentinel news-
paper of Waterville said in an editorial that
Joseph has no alternative but to resign and put
an end to the bickering in city government.
Joseph called Plaisted's effort political-
ly charged. Plaisted's wife once opposed
Joseph in a mayoral caucus.
The five councilors who signed the letter
asking Joseph to resign criticized her man-
agement style and accused her of failing to
communicate properly with city employees.
In one instance, councilors approved the
appointment of a new enforcement officer
recommended by Joseph after being told
that the previous code officers were retiring.
Both officers said that was not the case.
least $450,000 from the company's prof-
it-sharing plan and at least $255,000 from
a corporate account. Although the fig-
ures add up to $705,000, the suit lists the
total as only $655,000.
Court documents say that "because
Walker has taken all corporate records,
including computer discs, the exact amount
cannot be determined with certainty."
Also named in the complaint is Walk-
er's wife, Pamela Magee Walker. The
Walkers' whereabouts are uncertain.
Their attorney, David Van Dyke of
Lewiston, said Thursday it was prema-
ture to respond to the allegations, but
said, "I do not know of any contemplated
criminal charges."
"As of this point, we have not been
formally served with anything," said Van
Dyke. "When we receive the complaint,
we will respond."
A Labor Department spokesman said
he could neither confirm nor deny wheth-
er its Pension and Welfare Benefits
Administration is investigating for pos-
sible violations of federal laws that pro-
tect retirement funds.
The civil complaint accuses Walk-
er of converting corporate funds for his
own use, breach of fiduciary duty and
fraud. It also seeks an accounting of
money taken, repayment of funds and
punitive damages.
Walker allegedly removed furni-
ture and computer equipment from his
office June 8, telling co-workers at the
time that he was remodeling. Accord-
ing to court documents, he later called
from an untraceable cellular phone and
said he quit.
"Mr. Walker has left the area with
his wife and children and will not re-
veal his whereabouts to us," Conn said
in a June 24 affidavit. He was quoted in
the Bangor Daily News on Thursday as
saying he still had not found Walker.
Come Meet
YOUR
Candidates
Hear what your candidates for
House District 123 have to say about
the issues that are important to YOU.
Monday, November 2, at 3:30 p.m.
Join Kathleen Stevens and Scott Morelli in the
Peabody Lounge, next to
the Coffee Shop in the Memorial Union,
for a debate and refreshments.
This event is brought to you
by the Electronic Political Science Club
SHE WORKS FOR US!
Paid for and authorized by the Committe to Re-Elect Representative Kathleen Stevens, Jeannie Matava, Treas.
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"It has been an honor and a privilege to serve the
Town of Orono in the Maine State Legislature for
the past three terms. Together we can help Orono
and The University of Maine grow better than ever"
-State Representative Kathleen Stevens
Representative Kathleen Stevens Speaking
at a University of Maine political rally
For more information visit our web site: www.agate.net/—stevens1998
e-mail: stevens1998@agate.net -phone: (207) 866-3697
Elect
State c:R_e_presentative
District I23
VOTE November 3rd!
Polls are open from 7am - 8pm
Precinct 1 American Legion Hall, Park Street (Across from Thriftway)
Precinct 2 Doris Twitchell Allen Village,University of Maine, Hilltop
Authorized and paid for by the Committee to Re-Elect Representative Kathleen Stevens, Jeannie Matava, Treasurer
P.O. Box 226, Orono, Maine 04473
• Space Shuttle
Glenn returns to space
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) —
Still the hero and still making history,
John Glenn roared back into space Thurs-
day, retracing the trail he blazed for Amer-
ica's astronauts 36 years ago.
"Boy, enjoying the show," Glenn said
as Discovery soared 340 miles over Ha-
waii three hours into the flight. "This is
beautiful. It's still a trite old statement:
Zerog and I feel fine," he added, repeat-
ing the words of his first flight.
His commander, Curtis Brown Jr.,
said: "Let the record show that John has a
smile on his face and it goes from one ear
to the other one, and we haven't been able
to remove it yet."
Glenn, the first American in orbit on
Feb. 20, 1962, became at age 77 the world's
oldest space traveler when he and six
crewmates lifted off aboard the shuttle
Discovery at 2:19 p.m. EST today.
"Liftoff of Discovery with six astro-
naut heroes and one American legend,"
launch commentator Lisa Malone said.
It was a space sequel with all the right
stuff. Discovery's departure a mere 19 1-
2 minutes late was practically routine com-
pared with Glenn's oft
-postponed, pio-
neering flight. The launch was marred
when an 18-by-22-inch drag-chute door
fell from the shuttle's sail and struck an
engine moments before liftoff. But NASA
said it will pose'no risk to the crew when
the shuttle returns to Earth on Nov. 7 after
the nine-day flight.
—Let the winds of Discovery lift us on
to the filitufe-,— launch Conffel said in
final words to the astronauts.
In taking the second spaceflight•of his
life, Glenn realized a dream that he never
thought possible. His return to space as
the first orbiting geriatric test subject cap-
tured the American imagination, so much
so that hundreds of thousands of people
jammed the area to see the retiring senator
off.
President Clinton, the first president
to witness a shuttle liftoff, pronounced
Glenn's flight "a great day for America
and a great day for our senior citizens."
As the low man on Discovery's crew,
the Democratic senator from Ohio —
riding as a mere Payload Specialist No. 2
— sat in the middle seat of the windowless
bottom deck for launch, staring at a row of
metal lockers. He wore a baggy orange
suit with a U.S. flag stitched to his left
shoulder, a contrast to his sleek silver suit
of Mercury.
Soon after reaching orbit, however,
Glenn unstrapped himself and for the first
time ever floated free and weightless. Back
in 1962, he never got out of the seat.of his
cramped Friendship 7 Mercury capsule
during his five-hour, three-orbit flight and
had little time for sightseeing.
"First report is great,"Glenn said. "I
don't know what happens on down the
line, but today is beautiful and great, and
Hawaii is, I just can't even describe it,".
The crew took note the moment Glenn
surpassed his previous flight time of four
hours, 55 minutes and 23 seconds. "I'm
now doubled on my space time and build-
ing up every second," he told mission
control.
Scott Carpenter, watching the liftoff
with the two other surviving Mercury as-
tronauts from the press site four miles
away, sent his best wishes to the crew and
reprised his immortal benediction from
1962: "Good luck, have a safe flight and
... once again, Godspeed, John Glenn."
It took 11 attempts over two months
for Glenn to blast off on America's first
manned orbital flight. This time, a single
try was enough; the weather was perfect
and the countdown was interrupted only
by a minor alarm problem and then five
stray planes that delayed liftoff 19 min-
utes and 34 seconds. The pilots were an-
gling for good views of the launch.
What would have been a routine sci-
ence flight attracting little notice outside
space circles was transformed into a me-
dia spectacle by Glenn's participation.
Sky-writing pilots spelled out Glenn's
name in billowing white letters off in the
distance as the countdown entered its final
hour.
Hundreds of thousands of people who
started jamming beaches and roads days
ago cheered as Glenn and his ship soared
toward the horizon, just as so many did a
generation and more before. Some burst
into tears, others applauded and still oth-
ers embraced in joy. Even the T-shirt and
junk food hawkers paused to witness this
inspiring moment in space history.
"It was the coolest thing lever saw,"
said 7-year-old Sam Prince of St. Louis.
Tears welled up in the eyes of 31-
year-old Colleen DuLac of Carmel, Ind.
"I knew I was going to cry," she said.
Millions more watched America's
123rd human spaceflight on TV, includ-
ing schoolchildren whose parents weren't
even born when Glenn rocketed away the
first time, and elderly people who drew ,
inspiration from Glenn's exploits.
"I think he's doing it for us, for senior.
citizens. He is showing what we can do.
We're not all sitting around doing noth-
ing," Adelaide Samuelson, 91, said at a
nursing home in Wallingford, Conn.
Clinton and his wife, Hillary, watched
the liftoff from the top of the launch con-
trol center with NASA chief Daniel Gold-
in and two space shuttle commanders. The
president described the launch as —stun-
ning excitement."
On the other side of the roof were
Glenn's wife of 55 years, Annie; the
Glenns' two children and two teen-age
gra.ndchildren; and the other crew mem-
bers' families.
The launch also brought out dozens of
members of Congress who gathered in
bleachers overflowing with several thou-
sand people, including movie stars such as
Leonardo DiCaprio. About 3,000 journal-
ists were on hand to record Glenn's send-
off, compared with 379 reporters for his
first flight.
Many of the men who launched Glenn
on that Mercury Atlas rocket also were
present, thrilled to see their flyboy get a
second chance. So were dozens of past
and present astronauts.
"I changed my mind. I want to go. I
want to get in line," said Apollo 17's
Eugene Cernan, the last man to walk on
the moon.
Discovery's thunderous liftoff and
nerve-racking 8 1-2 -minute climb to orbit
capped a long campaign by the World War
II combat pilot to snag a space shuttle seat.
The four-term senator began pester-
ing NASA for a ride more than two years
ago. He was struck by the similarities
between aging and the effects of weight-
lessness — flimsy bones, flabby muscles,
fitful sleep — and offered himself as a test
subject.
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• Manslaughter
Woman gets 15 years for killing infant at prom
FREEHOLD, N.J. (AP) — A young
woman who gave birth in the bathroom at
her senior prom, strangled the baby and
returned to the dance floor was sentenced to
15 years in prison Thursday.
Under a plea bargain, 20-year-old Melissa
Drexler received the maximum sentence but
could be released in just under three years.
"I'd like to tell you I'm really, truly
sorry for what I've done, OK?" said a tear-
ful Ms. Drexler, who pleaded guilty in Au-
gust to aggravated manslaughter.
Superior Court Judge John A. Ricciardi
called Ms. Drexler's actions "explainable
but not excusable."
"She is not a monster. She is not someone
to be gawked at, to be vilified by the public and
the media. She is entitled to our understanding,
our compassion and our prayers," he said.
Ms. Drexler's lawyer, Steven Secare, said
the circumstances will "obviously never oc-
cur again." He said she had a developmental
and learning disability and was in denial, not
of her pregnancy but of how to deal with it.
Ms. Drexler's parents and boyfriend sat
in front row of the courtroom.
Ms. Drexler had been charged with mur-
der in the June 6, 1997, death of her son. She
was a high school senior at the time.
When she entered her guilty plea, she
said the baby was born alive. She said she
gave birth into a toilet bowl, then strangled
the baby, cut the umbilical cord on a sanitary
napkin disposal bin and tossed the infant
into a restroom trash can. She then returned
to the dance floor of her prom.
Maintenance workers who were called to
clean up blood on the restroom floor discov-
ered the baby's body.
In a similar case earlier this year in Dela-
ware, two former New Jersey high school
sweethearts, Amy Grossberg and Brian Peter-
son, were sent to prison for manslaughter for
killing their newborn at a motel. She got 2 1-
2 years; Peterson received two.
Vote! Vote! Vote!
Where to Vote on Nov. 3rd
IF YOU LIVE ON
CAMPUS,
VOTE HERE:
IF YOU LIVE IN
ORONO,
VOTE HERE:
Alen Road
Averill Street
Beech Street
Bennoch Road
Bid, Street
Briarwood Ciacle
Broadway (Is 25-51)
Broadway (all otlwrs)
Brook Sheet
Cedar Street
Gedarwood Street
Chapel Road
(lurks Place
Charles Street
Coburn Drive
College Avenue
College Heights
Cromwell Drive
Croeby Street
Downeast Terrace
Dryden Tearace
Dufour Lane
Edgewood Drive
Elliot's Landing
Elm Sheet
Erin Place
Essex Street
Fellows Place
Fernald Road
Fernwood Street
Forest Ave. (even Into 186)
Forest Ave. (all others)
Forest Ave. Mobile Homes
Forest Hill Terrace
Fleet Lane
Gardner Road
Crilbut Street
Glenburn Road
American Legion Hall
American Legion Hall
American Legion Hall
American Legion Hall
Municipal Building
American Legion Hall
Municipal Buikling
American Legion Hall
Municipal Building
Municipal Building
Municipal Building
AlTtiliCAO Legion Hall
American Legion Hall
American Legion Hall
A, loon Legion Hall
American Legion Hall
American Legion Hall
American Legion Hall
American Legion Hall
American Legion Flail
American Legion Hall
American Legion Hall
Municipal Building
Municipal Building
Municipal Buikling
Municipal Builling
Municipal Buikling
American Legion Hall
American legion Hall
Municipal Building
Anwican Legion Hall
Municipal Buikling
American Legion Hall
American Legion Han
Municipal Building
Municipal Building
Municipal Building
Municipal Building
All UMaine dorm residents may register and vote at DORIS
TWITCHELL ALLEN VILLAGE — DTAV (on Hilltop, across from the
University Credit Union).
To register to vote if you haven't already, bring a photo ID. A student ID
(your MaineCard) or a driver's license will do.
Polls will be open from 7 AM to 8 PM.
TWO VOTING LOCATIONS (follow street index below)
You can register to vote right at the polls, if you haven't already. Just
bring a photo ID, such as your driver's license.
Polls will be open from 7 AM 1o8 PM.
Glenwood Street Municipal Building
Goodridge Drive Municipal Building
Could'. Landing Municipal Biiikling
Could'. Road Extension Municipal Building
Grove Street American legion Hall
Hardin Street Municipal Builling
Harris Road Arrerion Legion Hall
Harrison Avenue Municipal Building
Hasbrouck Court Municipal Building
Harirell Avenue Amerion Leg,ion Hall
Havasu Pine Municipal Building
Hemlock Point Municipal Building
Hill Street American Legion Hall
Howland Place Amenican Legion Hall
Wand Avenue Municipal Building
James Sheet Amerion legion Hall
Juniper Sheet Municipal Building
EA Street Amerion Legion Hall
Kelley Road Municipal Buikling
Kelley Road Externion Municipal Buikling
Ledge Hill Road Amerion legion Flall
Longfellow Heights Municipal Building
Main St. (la odd Is I-1 5) American Legion Hall
Main St. (all others) Municipal Building
Mainewood Avenue Municipal Building
Maplewood Avenue Municipal Building
Maigin Street Municipal Building
Marsh Lane American Legion Hall
Mayo Sheet Munkipal Building
Middle Street Amerion Legion Hall
Mill St. (odd 0. 5-67) Municipal Building
?din St. (all others) Amerion Legion Hall
Mountain View Drive Municipal Buikling
Myrtle Street Municipal Building
North Main Street American Legion Hall
Noyes Drivir Arnerian Legion Hall
Oak Street American Legion Hall
Old Meadow Lane American Legion Hall
Page Place Municipal Building
Park Lane American Legion Hall
Park Street
Parkview Street
Penobscot Street
Perch Cow
Peters Street
Pierce Street
Pine St. (N side, 134 - Broadw
Pine St. (all others)
Pinewood Street
Pleasant St. (even es)
Pleasant St. (odd its)
Pond Street
Riverdale
Sdiool Street
South Penobscot Street
Spearin Drive
Spencer Street
Spring Street
Spruce Street
Stillw•ter Ave. (odd Ns 3-87)
Stillwater Ave. (all others)
Stillwater Ave. Trailer-Park
Summer Street
Sunrise Terrace
Sunset Drive
Sylvan Rood
Telma, Wood
Union Street
University Place
yin. Vaughn
Washburn Place
Wales-Street
Webster Road
Westwood Drive
Williimson Lane
Willow Drive
Winterhaven Road
Woodhaven Drive
Woodland Drive
American Legion Ha
American Legion Hall
A.mericsn Legion Hall
Municipal Building
American Legion Hail
Amerion Legion Ha
ay) Ames. Legion Hall
Municipal Building
Municipal Building
American Legion Hall
Municipal Building
American Legion Han
American Legion Hall
American Legion Hall
Municipal Building
American Legion Hall
Municipal Building
Amerion Legion Hod
Municipal Building
Amer. Legion Hall
Municipal Building
American Legion Hall
American legion Hall
Amerion Legion Hall
Municipal Building
American Legion Hall
American Legion Hall
Municipal Building
American Legion Hall
Municipal Building
American Legion Hall
Amecion Legion Hall
American Legion Ha
Municipal Building
Municipal Building
Municipal Building
Annerion Legion Hall
Municipal Building
American Legion Hall
IF YOU LIVE IN THREE VOTING LOCATIONS (sfreef index ti/a; call 827-3980 for info)
OLD TOWN,
VOTE HERE:
Sponsonq by Ifie Center
for Students and Community Life
6, LIAtaino-tIVoko
Ward 1
Earland Sleight Training Center
South Main Street (across from Ft. James Paper Mill)
Ward 2, Ward 2-Precinct 1, & Ward 3
Knights of Columbus Hall
Gilman Falls Avenue
Ward 4
Treat & Webster Island Community Center
Hildreth Street (French Island)
You can register to vote right at the polls, if you haven't already. Just
bring a photo ID, such as your driver's license
Polls will be open from 7 AM to 8 PM.
0
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Question 1 best for economy
That the University of Maine is not among the top schools in the nation in researchand development funding should come as no surprise. It must be in the top 25, right?Try next to last or last, depending upon the source.
The state spends an average of $1.50 per resident on research and development in a
typical year, which is one third of the national average. Last year, bolstered by a supplement
from the budget surplus, the state spent a paltry $4 million.
Mainers have an opportunity to take matters into their own hands on Tuesday. Question 1
on the ballot asks, "Do you favor a $20 million bond issue to improve the Maine economy by
supporting innovative research and development by businesses and nonprofit and educational
institutions in the fields of biotechnology, computers and other information technology,
aquaculture and marine technology, forestry and agriculture and advanced materials?"
The breakdown on how the money would be spent is as follows:
• The University of Maine System would receive $13.5 million — $10.8 million to
UMaine and $2.7 to the University of Southern Maine.
• The Maine Science and Technology Foundation would receive $4.5 million. The
foundation would use $3 million to support marine-related research and development, and
$1.5 million for matching grants to support for-profit and nonprofit research in Maine.
• The state Department of Economic and Community Development would receive the
remaining 52 million to leverage an additional $2 million in matching private money to
build a research laboratory to be affiliated with the Gulf of Maine Aquarium.
Research and development funding brings jobs to the state. Examples of this from
around the country include Silicon Valley in California, near Stanford, and the cluster of
high-tech research firms in Boston, near MIT. Sensor Research Development Corp. sprung
up in our own back yard, despite the less-than-adequate funding UMaine receives.
It is a sad fact that high-tech jobs are hard to come by in this state. Although it has a strong
engineering department, Maine has a hard time keeping graduates in the state. Most move
on to places south of here, where they can put their degrees to good use.
Passage of this bond could change that and help spawn the creation of high-tech
businesses, allowing UMaine researchers to continue their groundbreaking research. Vote
yes on Question 1 for your university and your state.
Perception not the main issue
Twelve-hundred college institutions nationwide launched a campaign this week in anattempt to convey and convince Americans that state colleges isn't as expensive astheir image so progressively suggests.
"College is Possible" is the unoriginal campaign's motto, and it is directed more to
parents of children who are beginning the initial process of filling out those college
applications. The campaign, which is organized by Stanley Ikenberry, president of the
American Council on Education is attempting to quell the overwhelming concerns of rising
tuition costs at public institution, and is spreading the message that parents are overestimat-
ing the cost of college by 200 percent.
The campaign also argues that parents are underestimating the finances available to
help patch those gaping holes in their wallets.
Although we applaud the intent of this campaign, as creating awareness of or solutions
to increasing costs of college tuition is much needed, it appears to be nothing more of a token
gesture to frustrated parents everywhere.
The College Board recently released its national tuition rates. A typical four-year public
institution, much like the University of Maine, has witnessed a 107 percent increase since
1980. During this same time frame, the average family's income between the ages of 45 and
54 increased just 12 percent.
Furthermore, college-based aid increased only 65 percent during the same time
frame as well.
The facts remain, that although numerous efforts are being conducted to help lower
tuition costs, the image will never change. Even Ikenberry, who said advertising efforts for
the campaign will run through the year 2000, acknowledged, "It's not likely that this is
going to turn around quickly."
The WAR
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• Letters to the editor
• Re-elect Stevens
To the editor:
Over the past couple of
weeks, a group of people went
door to door helping to get stu-
dents involved in the political
process, registering many stu-
dents to vote for their first time.
The people you may have seen,
the people who may have got-
ten you to register, were part of
the committee to re-elect Kath-
leen Stevens. In the time that
Kassie and these students spent
traveling the campus, they reg-
istered over 800 students, visit-
ing almost every dorm room.
The initiative Kassie showed in
getting so many students to be a
part of the voting process shows
us how committed she is to the
UMaine students, getting them
involved, making their voices
heard. We are fortunate to have
a candidate who hears the stu-
dent voice, who cares about
motivating the student body to
take that first step to involve-
ment and change through the
ballot. Please join us in voting
on Nov. 3 and help to re-elect
Kathleen Stevens to the state
legislature, surely an invalu-
able asset to the students and
the university community.
Keith Baker, second-
year student;
Laura Mailman
Jessica Jarvis
Lisa Wellman
Kevin Allen
Jim Joinville, first-year
students
• Rand D for all
To the editor:
On Nov. 3, students, facul-
ty and staff at the University of
Maine will once again be giv-
en the opportunity to vote. For
over 200 years this tradition
has been part of our democrat-
ic process that we share as
Americans. As free citizens,
our democratic process is
unique compared to that of
other countries. We allow any-
one over the age of 18, regard-
less of race, color or religious
view, to participate in our po-
litical process. However, it is
disconcerting that we take for
granted this basic constitution-
al freedom when we have the
Continued on page 15
• Guest column
Time to reflect and respect
By Lucas Ogden
1 picked up a copy of TheMaine Campus to readduring the Pagan Cam-
pus Organization's meeting
on Monday, Oct. 19. Scan-
ning the pages, I came across
a Halloween article (Time
to 'attract and mate"). Not
long after starting to read, I
burst out laughing, saying,
"Get this, Halloween's about
sex," and had to read the rest
of the article aloud to the
group. The article and senti-
ments presented therein are
sad reminders that Hallow-
een has degenerated into just
another commercialized and
misunderstood holiday. Hal-
loween was not designed as a
time to get laid (although
there is nothing wrong with
that); it is something far more
important than sex, far older
than trick or treating for can-
dy, and far more mysterious
than dressing up as a witch
(which members ofPaCO get
a kick out of). This column is
an attempt to show what the
holiday really means, rather
than an attack on the article
from last Monday.
To understand what Hal-
loween is, you should do a
little bit of research. There
are plenty of places that are
willing to tell you about this
holiday. For example, if you
look it up in the Encyclope-
dia Britannica or World
Book, children's books are
cited as references. Like-
wise, plenty of fanatical
Christian booklets and Web
pages are out there to let you
know that you'll go to hell if
you celebrate Halloween.
Now, if you truly wish to
know what this pagan holi-
day concerns itself with, why
not ask a pagan?
OK, we've got pagans
around to ask. Here are some
answers:
Halloween originally
comes from the Celtic holi-
day Samhain (pronounced
sow-een or sow-in, depend-
ing on where you learn your
Gaelic). The day celebrated is
Oct 31. All Saints' Day ("dia
de todos los santos" in Span-
ish) is quite different from
this; All Saints' Day is Nov. 1
and was started as a Christian
attempt to eclipse the Pagan
New Year but still provide
some sort of observance.
So what is Samhain
about? The main secular
purpose is to celebrate the
final harvest. Religious be-
liefs include how this is the
time of year when the veil
between worlds is thinnest,
and it is possible to contact
dead relatives. Samhain,
meaning "summer's end,"
marks the beginning of the
dark half of the year and
lasts until Yule, the winter
solstice. This day, which is
neither part of the light half
nor the dark half, is seen as
outside of time. For this rea-
son, it is possible for dead
to return for a day to eat
with their relatives. This is
a day for honor, not horror.
lam unsure how the view
that this holiday is a "time to
copulate the species" was
arrived at. Samhain is a time
of objective and subjective
introspection about the past
year. Ancient Druid custom
took this concept to an ex-
treme. The druid would go
into the woods to contem-
plate whether his existence
for the coming year would
prove to be too much of a
drain on the resources at hand.
If he deemed that the world
could not healthily sustain
others with his mouth to feed
as well, he would sacrifice
himself. This is a far cry from
a time for fertility. You want
a fertility holiday? Try Bel-
tane (May Day). Now there
is a time to "exploit the joys
of life" if ever one was.
PaCO does not expect
to change the point of view
of any member of society.
It thrives Upon individual-
ism. However, there are
rich cultural traditions be-
hind the modern-day rev-
elings of many holidays
people don't give a second
thought. Know where bob-
bing for apples comes
from? Pumpkin carving?
Trick or treating?
As far as what I plan on
doing this Halloween, I too
will be dressing up as a
witch. However, my attire
will not be black, it will not
involve a broom, and. no
black pointed hat will sit
upon my head. Perhaps peo-
ple interested in what pagan
traditions are behind this
holiday will join PaCO in
its celebration and bonfire
at Bumstock Field on Hal-
loween afternoon-evening-
night. This is one thing that
people of all ages may wish
to consider — true celebra-
tion of a holiday may be far
more entertaining than get-
ting drunk and wondering
with whom you will be wak-
ing the next morning.
Lucas Ogden is a geolog-
ical science graduate student
and is a member ofthe Pagan
Campus Organization.
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• Letters to the editor (continued)
From page 14
power this Tuesday to bring $13.5
million to UMaine for research and
development funding.
During the last few weeks, you
may have had a flier handed to you at
an athletic event or read a poster in
the union about voting yes on Ques-
tion 1, commonly referred to as "the
bond issue." By voting yes on Ques-
tion 1, $20 million will be invested in
the entire state for research and de-
velopment. Of that amount, $13.5
million, the majority of the proposal,
will be allocated for UMaine. Cur-
rently Maine is 49th in the country
for research and development fund-
ing. These moneys would not only
aid in the immediate improvement
of the university, but would also
have far-reaching effects on both the
state economy and future employ-
ment opportunities.
Specifically, the bond provides
for funds to build research and tech-
nology labs at UMaine, to enhance
learning opportunities, to provide
student jobs on campus, and to gen-
erally improve our academic stand-
ing among our collegiate peers. To
put this all in perspective, the Uni-
versity of Maine received $20 mil-
lion from the federal government
for R and D-related projects during
fiscal year 1998, thus creating an
economic impact in Maine in $40
million. That's money that the fed-
eral government spent in Maine
solely because of UMaine' s research
capabilities and activities. Even
more federal money will come to
Maine for research if state voters
approve the bond issue and fund the
capital improvements needed to
strengthen Maine's research capac-
ity.
The purpose for this campaign
has been to educate the general com-
munity about the importance of what
this bond issue can bring to the Uni-
versity of Maine. If approved by the
voters on Nov. 3, Question I will
make a marked difference that will
effect not only University students,
but the rest of Maine as well. I urge
you to vote "yes" on Question 1 this
Tuesday. Remember, if enough uni-
versity students vote "yes," we can
show how loud 10,000 voices can be.
Michael Johnson
Orono
• Holding on to the reins
Social narcotics and a notable bard
W hen the word "history" is said, whatthoughts come to
mind? Is it HTY? Is it your histo-
ry, our history, the globe's? To
Shakespeare that's what? To us?
Or is it "his story," the one told
to you that you have to believe?
Through all the stories you find
the story, his story.
What you think is the
truth until convinced
otherwise. Family is
much the same. Blood
history is admirable, yet
my own history seems mythic so
it, to me, stays that way. So we
are beamed by a stork. Our life is
determined by our debriefing.
Each time a cycle occurs, a life-
time, we start from scratch. Or
do we? Life regeneration? What
of a continuance? So there is a
group of aliens. From another
country or another galaxy? They
have been sent to take over. Does
that mean that the leaders are alike
in this paranoia? Or can the leaders
see the infinity, is it in their eyes?
Alien eyes? Recognition doesn't
cost — it pays. So history is created
when I open my eyes?
Keith Haring, a globally recog-
nized pop artist, established his style
with graffiti and installations. Could
it be possible that Haring projected
so far in advance? Did he see his
path and take it? Fifteen minutes of
fame, Warhol projected. So, what is
your question when you talk to God?
Dimension 12, where the leaders
go. Numerology says what of one
and two? The hall of fame, hall of
fame. Is that the true 15 minutes?
What does Jefferson tell you? Would
you talk to Caesar? You only have
15 minutes inside this fame. Histo-
ry. And then you are born.
Do you retain a connection with
your regeneration? Fire was the
first torch passed, now nuclear fu-
sion. What if our past soul serves
our guardian? The notion warrants
consideration, a pie from the sky,
plum on your thumb or was it cher-
ries? An apple?
Here less is explained. Most of
history can be regarded as truth,
especially everything positive our
species has accomplished. If it was
exaggerated then I'm happier, be-
cause it is still a fish. The darkness
of history! tread less sure.
Deception runs thick by
vantage point. Had we
By Preston
Noon
dropped the bomb on Berlin, what
then? Is history then created as a
social narcotic? The true truth I
have found doesn't really begin
until this century. I knew my great
grandmothers. In their lives was
proof. So naturally all history be-
fore has the possibility of mis-
truth. And really most in between.
I have found my taste in literature
to be mostly 20th century. It seems
more dynamic. Eventually our his-
tory intertwines with the, or his,
story. Where were you when we
lost the Challenger? Did you learn
about Sputnik from Charlie
Brown? How about the death of
John Lennon? Berlin Wall? Pere-
stroika? These all occurred while
our air was one. This in mind lam
surprised their isn't more news of
"Fortune and Glory" as titled in
the "Temple of Doom." Sure there
are guys skiing Everest. The air
balloon-riding millionaire. But
there are quite a few more people
than that on this planet. Where is
that crazy guy building the ma-
chine from "Contact"? What hap-
pens when conformity is breached,
such as in Montana? The troops
swoop in. It would be nice to have
a timeless story, at least to be able
to share one. The past indicates
that in war, part of history, the
violence justly causes silence, hor-
rors. Or the memories are not about
war but about the beautiful Swiss
maid from Bern. The question then
lies in our control: How much do
we have before it comes down to
our history? In the end all we have
is stories. Sure we choose to be-
come a fireman or a nurse; those
were our dreams once right? Our
history? I wanted to be a cowboy,
which brings us back to last week.
So my his-
tory tells me
wore
chaps to
kindergar-
ten. Tick
tock the
clock of our
time, our
story. How could control be hand-
ed over? Through our eyes life
unfolds. It isn't his story, we all
make it my story.
The time is upon us for a revo-
lution. Blood need not be shed,
conscientious objector has grown
into a noble trait. The revolution is
about control, not of place, but of
souls. All of us are chained to his
history, for in that history expecta-
tions are ascribed, deceptions con-
tinued. Either you make it on board
or you begin anew. You then be-
come the Alien, history's darkness
becomes the beacon on the rocks.
Our greatness is in calm water. So
we set sail for our lives and captain
our vessel, the logbook becomes
our story. Perhaps our victories will
hear the recoil of canon? We be-
come the hero or heroine in our
saga. We all want to change the
world. The past will never be for-
gotten. The instruction manual of
our very existence can be found
easily, as the plight of, man has
remained the same. Our guardians
do guide us. Every need has an
eagle to feed.
The next quantum leap brings
to mind, what Watson? My story is
a mystery. That is what makes our
reality the development of plot and
characters a mystery. All the
world's a stage and men and wom-
en merely actors.
Preston Noon is a senior En-
glish major and is a columnist for
The Maine Campus.
• Column
Learn through travel
This summer I went with myparents to England and
  Scotland. We visited the
thatched-roof cottage we lived in
and the convent where I attended
school. We stayed with friends in
Saline and explored small towns
not listed in the AAA guidebook.
The most interesting sights are usu-
ally those away from the tourist
spots where you see the people
living, the community that exists
outside the spotlight.
The problem with traveling is
that once you've gone somewhere,
you want to see some place else.
Learning becomes addictive. There
are so many places I want to visit, but
for a while after I graduate I don't
think I'll be able to afford it. I don't
want anything fancy, just to back-
pack Europe, India and anywhere
throughout the flight. I wanted a
vacation, but as my dad always
says, "Traveling is hard work,"
and with him it is. He wanted me to
learn through experience, and now
I appreciate how those trips have
influenced the way I think, as well
as my future plans.
Our trips are never extrava-
gant. We always go to a grocery
store wherever we are to pack
lunches. We do a lot of walking,
and I tend to get stuck in the back
seat of very small foreign rental
cars. But I learn so much by
seeing the places I've read about.
Seeing .the cathedrals and the
tomb of Saint Thomas Beckett
after reading "The Canterbury
Tales" meant so much more to
By Rebecca
Zaner
else I can get to. Every time I see a
travel show or magazine, it gives me
another place to think about.
Right now, I can't picture set-
tling down in one place for more
than two years because I want to try
living in Seattle, and! want to save
big cats in Africa. Basically, I want
to do everything.
For some reason, I feel as though
if! don't do it now, I will settle into
a job somewhere and never do it. I'm
one of those people who worries
about how time off will affect some-
thing later on. I finally realized that if
I don't do the things I dream of, I'm
going to regret it later.
It took me until! was 17 to truly
appreciate the trips my parents
brought my sister and me on.
When I was 12, we went on a
family trip to the west coast start-
ing in Tucson, Ariz., and finish-
ing in Seattle, Wash. I whined
about the driving.
When I was 14, we went on a
European tour. I complained about
missing my boyfriend.
When I was 16, we took a
Russian cruise that stopped at
Honduras, Belize and Mexico. I
complained about missing the in-
door track state championships.
We took various trips to other
states and a trip to Canada, all of
which I'm sure! was a pain in the
butt to have along. Needless to
say, I didn't appreciate how valu-
able travel was until I got out of
my self-absorbed teen-age stage
and grew up.
I used to get irritated with my dad
for unrolling maps on the plane and
quizzing me over where we might be
me than it would have by just
reading the book.
I read "Voyage of the Bea-
gle," so Dad made me kneel on
Charles Darwin's tomb for good
luck in biology. It didn't work.
The thing about travel is that
once you've gone somewhere it
sticks with you: the Mayan tem-
ples of Copan hidden in the rain
forest; memories of naked chil-
dren standing outside small huts
off a dirt road in Honduras. I
remember being afraid when we
got off the ship in Belize. There
were soldiers with automatic
weapons standing on top of the
buildings because Queen Eliza-
beth II was visiting. I rubbed a
statue of Juliet in Verona for
good luck. I saw statues in a
courtyard in Florence that were
blown up by a terrorist bomb
two weeks after I was there.
It all becomes so much more
real when there isn't a televi-
sion screen between you and
the people you're watching. I
came to appreciate how we all
interact. Through traveling, I
applied things that I learned,
and those things are the ones I
will remember.
My dad says that the only bad
thing about traveling with your
children is that they grow up and
move away. However, the other
thing about traveling is that it
makes me appreciate home.
Rebecca Zaner is a senior
journalism major and is a colum-
nist for The Maine Campus.
Correction
Friday, Oct. 9, The Maine Campus reported that Victor Gonzales
was arrested for assault. He was summoned, not arrested. Incorrect
information was supplied to the reporter.
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THE LUNAR
LOVE REPORT
Friday, Oct. 30 thru Thursday, Nov. 12
After "kissing-up" all week and doing what others need us to do—or getting other people to do what
we need them to do—by Friday, Oct. 30 we will be ready to pay more attention to our innerselves.
All this outwardly directed action has had the effect of draining us of energy, and we will need
to re-fuel. Do the quiet, reflective things that make you truly happy and spiritually healthy this
weekend. The Moon is in Pisces, which is ruled by Neptune, the planet of mysteries and illusion. This
is a once-in-a-lifetime Halloween treat! The Moon in Pisces makes everyone believe in the unseen
forces. It allows them to be sensed more easily. At this time we are at our most intuitive-even psychic!
What a perfect Moon to go haunting under! Dress up as what you would like to be—your personal
fantasy of how you would like to be seen—by your intended, especially! The power of illusion
is strong now, and the veil between the worlds is at its thinnest, so use it to your advantage!
This weekend is also an excellent time for writing and for seeking favors.
Conditions prevail until early Sunday morning, Nov. 1, when the Moon leaves watery,
emotional Pisces and moves into Aries, the Warrior Moon. Unless you have some competitive..,_,
sports planned for that day, you might find yourself frustrated, because you want to DO so much
and it's only Sunday! Taking care of business will be a priority! This kind of energy will carry
us thru the beginning of the week on its sheer adrenaline alone. Be advised that under this
Moon's influence, we tend to make impulsive, wreckless decisions. Try to stay focused on
the overall war plan, not the specific battles!
As things build to a head in the second quarter Moon, we are offered one last chance to "seal
the deal" so to speak, on what we have going in our lives at this time. That fabulous opportunity
for growth and expansion comes Tuesday, and most of Wednesday, Nov. 3 and 4. If you want
something to "stick", like a good habit, agreement, or new relationship, these are the times to take
action. Things done during a Taurus Moon get stronger and harder to change overtime. Be
careful! You don't want to starly any bad habits that will stick, right? This is also a very good
time to work on your outer appearance-get a haircut, new clothes, your car waxed, whatever.
This is also a great Moon sign for love, because the generally feeling everyone has is that they
need love, right now, and they want it to be visable-a gift, a call, a touch especially. We will want physical
affection. We will crave displays of affection from our intended. Don't let him or her down!
Chatty Gemini Moon takes over on Thursday, Nov. 5. Moon in Gemini brings good rapport between
people, but it's hard to trust what others say. There is a tendency now towards all talk, no action. Gossip is likely,
too, so be prepared to hear some doozie stories.Remain unaffected, and perhaps they won't start
gossiping about you! This is an excellent time for writing, travel or sales of any kind. There is a need
for freedom of action and thought, so don't be too hard on your more indecisive partners at this time.
Have a Wonderful Moon Week!
Love and Light,
Jasmine
Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Friday, October 30
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: You
have so much talent at your fingertips that you
are sure to achieve something remarkable this
year. The only thing that can hold you back is
if you get frustrated that results are not coming
fast enough. Relax. Everything that's meant to
happen will happen at just the right time.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Wouldn't
it be nice to have so much money that you
never have to worry about paying the bills
again? Well, yes, of course, this week is to
have more by spending less.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): It's time
to get serious about your ambitions. It's time
to cut through all the wishful thinking and
decide once and for all what you are going to
do with your life. Actually, you know what
you want to do with your life — it's simply a
case of admitting it to yourself.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): It's not like
you to fear the unknown — usually you barge
right in and announce your arrival — but for
some reason you are strangely reluctant to get
involved in something you should by all ac-
counts enjoy. Listen to your instincts by all
means but don't let fear rule your life.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You may
be a loner by nature but it is essential now that
you become more of a team player. Maybe
you will be the leader of the team and maybe
you will be an insignificant cog in the wheel:
either way the important thing is that you put
the common good first.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): As Saturn
crosses the midheaven angle of your chart this
week you will need to exercise a great deal of
self-restraint. If you let your ambitions run
away with you then there is the distinct possi-
bility that you could make some serious ene-
mies. That is the last thing you want now that
your goal is so close.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): It might be
wise not to make too many promises today as
social and travel plans are subject to change
and disruption. Actually, you will probably
be quite glad for an excuse to get out of
something you were not looking forward to.
But why on Earth did you agree to it in the
first place?
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Financial
matters, especially those involving business,
investments and large sums of money, will
come under scrutiny over the next few days,
so if you have something to hide you had best
make sure you have covered your tracks. But
if you do get found out, the best approach is
total honesty.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): You feel
a sense of duty to partners and colleagues and
because of that you are more likely to listen to
what they have to say and, who knows, maybe
even act on it for once. But don't get too
carried away with the "Mr. Nice Guy" act.
Your own interests must still come first.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): You
are not at your best when dealing with details
but as Saturn changes signs this week the
details are going to become increasingly im-
portant. The best way to stay on top of things
is to deal with problems as they arise, not in
one mad rush at the last possible moment.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Keep it
simple today and you won't have any prob-
lems. While others are wallowing in self-pity
or drowning in a sea of details you can see the
wider picture and the view is quite spectacular.
Your life is unfolding according to the cosmic
plan — let it happen and nothing will faze you.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): You
may find it hard to get through to partners and
loved ones today, mainly because you are
thinking along completely different lines. But
that's okay — the world would be a boring
place if everyone agreed all the time. Just
don't let the things you differ on come be-
tween you emotionally.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): No matter
how many illusions you have fallen for in the past
your mind will be immensely logical this week.
Whether you act on the conclusions you reach
remains to be seen but there is no doubt that
certain aspects of your life need to be reviewed,
revised and, where appropriate, removed.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Saturday, October 31
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: You
will be self-willed and self-reliant this year. If
someone suggests one thing you will do the
other. If they agree you are right you will do
what they suggested in the 'first place. You
may not listen to others but you must listen to
your intuition. It has something interesting to
tell you.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): However
much you fear the unknown you can and you
must confront something that both scares and
excites you today. You will surely regret it if
you chicken out at the last moment and see
someone else gain an advantage that could have
been yours. It's not as terrifying as you think.
TAURUS (APRIL 20- MAY 20): No sacri-
fice is too great for you now. You will do
whatever it takes to fulfill your ambitions. As
Saturn moves into your birth sign so you move
into a new stage of your life, one in which the
challenges are tough but you are tougher. Suc-
cess is getting closer by the day.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Stand up for
your rights today even if you are outranked,
outgunned and almost out of hope. Others may
have the power but you have your principles and
that makes you better than them. The.only thing
you have to fear is self-dciubt, so refuse to be
intimidated and you will come through un-
scathed.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): By all
means stick to what- you know and trust, but
don't turn down a golden opportunity just be-
cause it is something you have never tried be-
fore. If others can do it so can you and once you
leaVe your fears behind yOu will probably won-
der why you did not attempt it earlier.
LEO-(July 23 'Atig-;` 22): 'If yod di-6 ambi-
tious, if you seriously want to move up in the
world, then the planets are going to make it
possible. One planet, in particular — Saturn —
is about to push you harder than you have ever
been pushed before. Don't fight it and don't
complain — you were meant for better things.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): You have a
right to express your opinions and let no one tell
you otherwise. However, if you are smart you
will realize that someone in your social circle is
rather touchy about a particular subject, so it
might be wise to avoid it. If they. get annoyed it
could turn nasty.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): There are any
number of things you can do to ease your prob-
lems but there is one thing in particular that will
make an amazing difference: Stop worrying
about money. What is destined to happen-will
happen, whether you worry about it or not. You
might as well eat, drink and be merry.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): You want to
do things for other people. You want to be of
assistance. But don't force yourself on them or
they won't ask you around again. You may
know how to do something better than someone •
else, but if it's their project, you must wait to be
asked. It's only polite, after all.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): It
does not matter if you have the necessary qual-
ifications or even the necessary experience to
do a certain job. What matters is that you have
confidence in your abilities and a willingness to
work long hours for little thanks. A job well
done will bring you immense satisfaction.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): What
you want and what you need may be two entire-
ly different things but you know that sooner or
later what you need is what you are going to get.
Fate has a way of putting us in just the right
place at just the right time, so stop fighting it —
it was meant to be.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Friends
and family know best. You may not want to
believe that but you instinctively know it is true
and if you are smart you will take their advice
and give up on something that is wasting far too
much of your time. Besides, it's not things you
should be dealing with, it's people.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Not every-
one you meet today will see things the same way
as you. There may even be some rather heated
clashes of opinion. Never mind. It would be a sad
world indeed were everyone to share the same
thoughts and beliefs. On the other hand, you
don't have to defend your opinions to the death.
ENTERTAINMENT
FROM THE HOME OFFICE OF BETA THETA PI
TOP TEN WORST TRICK OR TREAT ITEMS
1O.13t in Dining Funds
9. White House Cigars
8. East Annex rusty nails
7. Hilltop's Halloween "Surprise"
6. The Halloween Fee
5. Cutler's Candied Condoms
4. UMaine parking tickets
3. "Special Edition" Dr. Dana Dental Dams
2. Ex-Lax Munchkins
1 Stillwater's Catch of the Day
Rob Brewer
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ACROSS
I Part of an
astonished
expression
9 They may be
sliding
15 Film studio
department
16 Magnet alloy
17 Partial
16 Bit of bait
is.Datebook abbr.
20 Word div.
21 Liver
accompaniment
22 Call for
24 Missouri feeder
26 Wipe out
30 Melodramatic
34 Party. pooper
38 Therewithal
39 StuMperS?
40 Less languid
42 Defendant's
plea, briefly
43 Agents J and K,
on-screen
as Works toward a
Masters?
47 Steinbeck's 
Small
48 Blackjack
request
50 Swerves at sea
54 Proceeded
arrogantly
57 Place for
39-Across
61 Grand 
("Evangeline"
setting)
62 Muse of
astronomy
63 Critical element
65 Semisynthetic
fabrics
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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EMOTE
NIX
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TILTS
PEAL
TAKESTEWTOTANGO
CZAR ACLU OSCAR
HEYI3 JOSS NOEND
66 Necessitated
67 Break out
68 Some hoedown
dancers
DOWN
Faint
2 Burst, in away
3 Alpine feature
4 D.J.'s stack
5 TV angel
Munroe
6 "Real Love"
singer Watley
7 Offerer of lambs
to God
8 Nuptial knot
9 Site of
Margaret Mead
study
10 Sticks
11 Star of Buffalo
Bill's Wild West
Show
12 Prefix with type
13 Subj. for an
M.B A.
14 Propagates
23 Gambler's
obligation
25 Enter through
the-cracks
27 70's-80's TV,
character who
said "Kiss my
grits"
28 Kind of team
29 Saint who
founded
scholasticism
31 Inter--
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 : 9 10 11 12 13 14
151111111 
1611111
11111171111111 18
1911 20111 21 11111
22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30
131
32 33
34 35 36 37 38III
39111111 40
42 43 44
Ill45 46 4711111
54 55 56
48 49
••
50 51 52 53
57 58 59 60 61
6211111 
6511111 
63111641
661111111
67 681111111
Puzzle by Brendan Emmett Ouig ey
32 Time it takes for
light to travel
.3 mm
33 Richard Ill's
house
34 Anna May of
"Shanghai
Express"
35 Slangy suffix
36 Like many an
order
37 Where the
Hermitage is:
Abbr.
41 D.H.'s stat
44 Stickers?
46 It may be
aluminum
49 Bait, say
51 Brown betty
ingredient
52 Less straight
53 Forwards
54 Irrefutable
55 Disney World
transport
56 "Hellzapoppin' "
actress
58 Isn't wrong?
59 Gung-ho about
60 Run a game on
64 Tuned in
Corrections
To bring a correction to our
attention, call 581-1271 be-
tween 9 a.m. and noon, e-mail
To_the_editor@umit.maine.edu,
or stop by the office on the
fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1 -on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concerns — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven
days a week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute,
which is billed to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be
18 or older. Call today — 1-900-726-3063.
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• Hadley's kitchen
Looking for sweet love? Try pumpkin pie
By Hadley Lewis
Maine Campus staff
Halloween has a culinary history as deep
as a pile of fall leaves and as rich as a piece
of pumpkin pie.
All Hallows Eve, Samhuin, and All Souls
Day are all part of the seasonal tradition and
the yearly cycle of life, death and rebirth.
Fall is the time where everything is slowing
down and coming to a stop in bounty and
harvest. Halloween is the day when the veil
between the living and the dead is lifted.
Clairvoyants, spirits, ghosts and the spiritu-
ally powerful are freer than on any other day
of the year. Is it any wonder then that the
foodways — cultural culinary traditions, that
have to do with Halloween — revolve around
magic, especially love magic?
If you peel an apple on Halloween and
throw the peel over your left shoulder you
will find the initial of your future spouse
formed by the fallen peel.
If you sprinkle cornmeal or flour beside
your bed at night in the morning, the name of
your soulmate will be written in it.
Put three nuts — preferably chestnuts — in
the fire. Name one for yourself and two others
for people you are fond of. If the nut blazes and
burns, love is strong and true; if a nut jumps
and chars, that lover will be unfaithful; and if
your own nut flames along with another, you
will be married before next Halloween.
Even the most sacred of Halloween cus-
toms was originally a divination game. Next
time you go bobbing for apples make sure each
apple is labeled with a name of someone you
know. Put on a blindfold. Put your hands behind
you. And try to grab an apple with your teeth.
The name on the apple you snag will belong to
the man or woman you will end up marrying.
Another piece of love magic is less obvi-
ous. Sense-writer Diane Ackerman discov-
ered a poll that said the most erotic smell for
most men was not Vanilla Musk, Samsara or
Escape but rather pumpkin pie. And, since
smells are scientifically more memorable
than sights or sounds, there might be a lot of
power in Parfume au Pie.
Pumpkin pie is a basic custard baked in a pie
shell. You can buy pie crust or make it by
hand. The secret to making a good crust is
not to handle it too much. If you fuss with it
and mix it too thoroughly, it will be tough
and impossible to cut or scrape out of the
bottom of the pie pan. For one pie use about:
1 1-4 cups all purpose flour
2 tablespoons sugar
1 teaspoon salt
and six tablespoons
(1 1-4 sticks) of butter.
You can use margarine in pie dough, but
I find it mixes too easily and gets soft too
quickly so you might want to make sure it is
very well chilled before you start. Heat oven
to 400 degrees.
Mix everything together with a pastry
blender, or your fingers (clean as you can get
'em), but be careful to mix only the dough
form a rough ball. If the butter is completely
incorporated into the dough (i.e., you can't
see chunks of butter anywhere), you have
what is called "mealy" dough, and it will end
up hard instead of soft and flaky.
Roll out the dough. (Long wine-bottle
shaped objects work well as rolling pins if
all you have is that Sutter Home bottle in
your closet. Just make sure it's sanitary and
no one used it as an ashtray.)
Place the dough in a greased pie pan and
make it look like Sarah Lee by fluting the
edges with your thumb and index finger of
patterning them with the tines of a fork.
Cover the crust lightly with foil and put a
weight in the bottom of the pan. (Plastics
that melt are not preferred.)
Parbake (the same as pfre-bake) the crust
with the weights on top for about 5 minutes.
Remove the foil and weights and bake for
another 15 minutes.
When the crust is out of the oven, turn the
dial down to 350 degrees.
For the custard you can use pre-canned
pumpkin (about 16 ounces or 2 cups
worth) or steaming chunks of pumpkin
(minus the shell) or bake pumpkin wedg-
es in the shell for about 1 hour in a 325
degree oven and another 2 hours at 300
degrees and then scoop the softened
squash out of the shell. Whether you
choose to bake or boil the pumpkin, mash
it well afterwards. For this, food proces-
sors are supreme, but lacking that, use a
fork, a wooden or slotted metal spoon or
(once again) dos manos (two hands for
the linguistically challenged.)
You can then combine the pumpkin with
1-2 teaspoon salt and 1-4 teaspoon each of
ginger, cinnamon, nutmeg and/or ground
cloves. Add four eggs and beat them in well. If
you like your pie sweet and you can spare the
expense, use only 1 3-4 cups pumpkin and add
1-4 cup maple syrup in its stead. However, if
you don't have the maple syrup, use the whole
2 cups of pumpkin and stir in 3-4 to 1 cup of
brown sugar. Then add 1 cup heavy cream and
1/2 cup milk. If you are watching your waist-
line, use 1 1-4 cups evaporated milk. If you are
vegan, forget the butter in the pie shell and use
1-4 cup corn oil and 1-2 cup ice water for that.
In place of the milk and cream in the pie use 3-
4 of a pound of firm tofu.
Pour the pumpkin mixture into the crust
and bake for about 1 hour and 10 minutes.
Keep in mind every oven is different and you
should always judge doneness more by touch,
smell, and appearance rather than time. The
pie is done when you stick a knife into the
deepest part of the pie and it comes out clean.
Cool and enjoy or be a glutton and burn
your tongue. Oh and don't forget that aphro-
disiac effect.
• CD review
Marilyn Manson is back reviving glam rock
Marilyn Manson is back and just as freaky. courtesy photo.)
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus staff
This is not your father's Marilyn Manson.
Well, maybe that Oldsmobile-analogy is
stretching it. However, this is not the same
Manson who burst onto the pop culture
scene almost two years ago with the release
of the controversial "Antichrist Superstar."
Now, the revamped Manson has returned
with his fourth effort, "Mechanical Animals." It
is not just his look that is different, but his whole
sound, both of which have evolved into a reviv-
al of the seemingly dead glam rock scene.
Armed with a new guitarist in John 5, who
replaced Zim Zum, the album's theme is not
gloom and despair as much as Antichrist.
Rather, it seems to tell a story of being a star
in Hollywood, where everything is fake and
you have to struggle to find the truth.
"New Model No. 15" tells the untold but
widely speculated story of what it is to be a
supermodel in today's looks-heavy world:
"I can choke and diet on coke/I'm spun and
I know/That I'm stoned and rolling."
"Animals" also evokes thoughts of space
and what might be out there. Manson's
appearance both on his album cover (gray
skin, red hair, breasts and no sex organs) and
in "Dope Show," the first single off the
album lay credence to that claim.
The album cover and liner notes actually
split into two parts: one with pictures of a
fictitious Manson glam-band, Omega and
the Mechanical Animals, and another with
pictures of pills and futuristic symbols.
In "Great Big White World," Manson
refers to a desolate planet where "we are
drained of our colors/we used to love our-
selves/we used to love one another."
Then, there is the rock god Manson has
admitted he wants to be. "Rock is Dead," one
of the most powerful tracks, brings up how
shock is in everyone's heads, possibly a nod to
all the furor over Manson's headline-grabbing
tour where protesters were out at every stop.
The theme of love actually makes an ap-
pearance on the ballad, "The Speed of Pain."
Manson sings: "When you want it/It goes away
too fast/When you hate it/It always seems to
last/But just remember when you think you're
free/The crack inside your f heart is me."
The album is at its best when it out and
out rocks. "I Don't Like the Drugs, But the
Drugs Like Me" should be an anthem to
college students just for the name alone.
Strangely enough, the song actually has back-
up singers who give an almost Night At the Apollo
feel to the track, bizarre for a Manson album.
With few weak spots, "Mechanical An-
imals" should be a definite pickup for any-
one that likes hard rock mixed with David
Bowie and Ziggy Stardust. The further evo-
lution of Manson should be as interesting.
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• Coffee House Series
Vermont pair shares stories with lounge
By Jennifer McCausland
Maine Campus staff
Vermont storytellers Tim Jennings and
Leanne Ponder performed Tuesday at the Pe-
abody Lounge at 8 p.m. Brought to the Univer-
sity of Maine by the Union Board, the place
was filled with eager participants to watch
these Vermont performers. The turnout in the
Peabody Lounge was the highest it's been all
year. Combining instruments like the Celtic
harp with the concertina, along with witty
semantics and ageless stories, the duo proved
to be an entertaining performance.
Jennings and Ponder appear to have
evolved right out of the 1960s with their
long scruffy hair and "live love" attitude.
Yet these performers curdled that image
with spicy humor from this era. Jennings
captivated the entire audience with miss-
matched stories while his partner Leanne
Ponder gave the added touches needed to
succeed. The pair was unstoppable.
The storytellers explained that they start-
ed performing as separate artists and as their
personal relationship grew, they realized
their acts should be combined.
"We never thought a Concertina and a harp
could be brought together!" Jennings said.
Yet the duo managed to merge acts and
came out even better as a pair. Jennings and
Ponder have been on the road together for
four years.
In one of the stories, called "The Dream,"
the storytellers go into a fairy tale of a woman
named Thirteen. Thirteen gets indentured into
a love affair with a bear/man, but she ends up
loving the creature as her husband. They con-
ceive a child and Thirteen wants to return
home to show her family. Nosy family mem-
bers force Thirteen to admit her husband's
secret identity which pushes him out of Thir-
teen's life. The entire story then revolves into
her mission to return her lost husband though
magic and human compassion.
As Jennings explained at the beginning
of the concert, seeing a tale on paper does
not do it justice. It is simply words contain-
ing a silly story. It is the actions and seman-
tics that produce the art for our pleasure.
During the second round of stories, Jen-
nings and Ponder enticed the audience with
stories of Halloween. Jennings ever-chang-
ing tones in his stories kept the audience on
their toes and yearning for more.
"The atmosphere was truly enchanting.
Stories, music, coffee, nothing better for a
Tuesday night," said Sarah Smith, an audi-
ence member from the performance.
Jennings and Ponder told everyone they
need more word of mouth within the college
grapevine. The enjoy performing at colleges
but do not find that college students find
much of an interest in storytelling. Tuesday
night proved them differently as the Pea-
body Lounge overflowed with people, show-
Orono Halloween
Night turns sketchy
By Dave Alger
Special to the Campus
Well, its that time of year once again here
in Orono, Maine. The weather is getting a
little cooler, the leaves have all changed and
winter is just around the corner. With all
these changes in weather we look forward to
Oct. 31 — Halloween night.
Around this time of year I always find
myself getting a little excited, even a tad bit
over zealous. I guess this is due to the fact
that it is the time of the semester when things
begin to slow down a little bit in the social-
ization scheme of things. Schoolwork starts
to pile up, and everything else gets severely
hectic. Know what I mean? Anyway, my
Point is that Halloween is a great time to get
Out of the mundane, day-to-day jive, and to
get down on this glorious night!
Furthermore, who could resist the notion
of dressing up as whatever comes to mind
and going out to hit up the good or town of
Orono? I guess this is just the little kid in me
voicing his opinion, but I'm still psyched for
Halloween night.
On top of all this I think its great to see a
bunch of crazy college students walking
around from party to party on this night.
Everyone seems to make a fool of them-
selves at one time or another on this most
solemn occasion. (In my case I do not need
the costume to make a fool of myself!)
Anyway, speaking of spectacles, do I
have a little story for you about a past
Halloween experience, when I dressed up as
a woman. This turned out to be a really fun
night in the end. Two of my female friends
helped me through this most unusual (tem-
porary) makeover. It was actually really
fun. • After the makeup was applied, heels
put on, and yes, after the dress was picked
out, it was time to swing into action. One of
my fraternity brothers (who was dressed as
a mattress!) met me outside my dorm and we
made our way over to York Village.
This is the point during the night when
everything became a little too sketchy for
See DRESS UP on page 16
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Dr.  Records has:
The best selection of new + used CD's
A • Lowest Prices
• Freindly staff who know music
• Guitar Strings + Accessories
• Vinyl for the record collector
Il Open Mon-Fri 'til 8pm,
Sat 10-6, Sun 12-5
Or. Records -20 Main St. Orono 866-7874
['Maine's thrice-weekly newspaper
Jennings and Ponder like hanging out with college crowds. (Jason Canniff photo.)
ing that at UMaine, there is a strong demand
for performers like Jennings and Ponder.
This was the second year for Jennings
and Ponder to perform at UMaine. With
such a response it will be likely that they will
return. If you enjoy heart-felt stories, corky
humor and intense drama, make the time to
see these performers.
Jennings and Ponder are traditional sto-
rytelling at its best.
Your opinion matters
Write a letter to the editor.
The Maine Campus
1st Annual
Folk Traditions Festival
Music, Dance & Song of Nova Scotia
November 6 & 7, 1998
University of Maine
Concert, Workshops and Ceilidh
featuring Cape Breton performers:
Rodney MacDonald,Glenn Graham, Mac Morin
& Patrick Gillis
Margo Carruthers & Rosemary McCormack,
with David Burke
Four on the Floor
Tickets & Info: 207-581-1891 or folklife@maine.edu
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• The cutting room floor
Masked wrestler saves all in this flick
By Bill Doughty
Special to the Campus
The mandate from Editor Liz was sim-
ple: something cheesy and Halloween relat-
ed. After an exhaustive 15 minute search of
my entire box of movies, I came up with
something that I think met her criteria and in
many ways surpassed them.
You want cheesy and Halloween? How
about vampire women intent on kidnapping
a young girl to make her the devil's bride?
How about a devil that we only see silhou-
etted against the wall? How about beefy
guys in masks?
Sounds like Halloween to me or at the
very least a bad Mexican wrestling movie,
which is exactly what you get with 1961's
"Samson vs. the Vampire Women."
Yes, you read. that right. A Mexican
wrestling movie. Such a genre does, or rath-
er did, exist. The idea of movies starring
wrestlers seems to have been received a lot
better south of the border than it ever was
here. If you don't believe me, just ask every-
one you know if they have seen any of Hulk
Hogan's movies (except maybe "Rocky 3")
and see if they'll admit to it.
Anyway, there's this vampire high priest-
ess, Tandra, who has been charged with the
mission of finding a new vampire queen to
marry the devil, who apparently has trouble
getting dates on his own. The first time she
tried was about 200 years ago, when she
failed to woo the beautiful Rebeca to the
dark side of the vampiric force. Now she
must try again with Rebeca's direct descen-
dant, Diana, who has all of Rebeca's beauty
UNIVERSITY
because she's played by the same actress.
Diana's father, Professor Orlof, is aware
that his family and vampire women go back
a long time and is aware of the prophecy that
indicates Diana is bound to be their next
victim as soon as she turns 21, which, of
course, is tomorrow! He has the police guard
her at her birthday party but realizes they
won't do much good against Tandra and her
vampire thugs, three guys who tend to beat
people up rather than bite them. Diana's
fiancee, Jorge, is pretty useless, too. What's
a professor to do?
Well, if you have trouble in Mexico in
the 1960s and the police can't help, you
apparently call in a masked wrestler. Pro-
.fessor Orlof calls in a favor from his old
friend Samson, played by the legendary
masked wrestler El Santo. Samson's fam-
ily has long defended the world from evil,
and even helped to save Rebeca's life
those many years ago. Apparently the
wrestling gig is Samson's other job, giv-
ing him something to do when there's not
as much evil around.
The rest of the movie has the vampires
determined to kill Samson, which at one
point one of Tandra's thugs attempts to do in
a wrestling ring - about the dumbest idea
imaginable. If you're a villain, you should
never give the hero home-turf advantage.
You don't fight Aquaman on the beach, and
you don't challenge Samson in the ring.
Common sense here, people!
They finally capture Diana, leading up to
the Big Showdown in the vampires' castle,
where Samson shows his wrestling prowess
off at every imaginable opportunity. In the
OF MAINE
Culturefest '98
A Celebration of
Cultural Diversity
Saturday, October. 31, 1998
3100 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. • Memorial Union/Ail of First Floor
11:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.  Country/Culture Exhibits Various Rooms
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.  Children's Activities Nutter Lounge
11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.  Food Vendors The Damn Yankee
2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m Talent Show Hauck Auditorium
3:45 p.m. - 4:30 p.m Style Show Hauck Auditorium
4:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m Closing Hauck Auditorium
All Events are Free and Everyone is Welcome - Please Join Us!
UNIVERSITY OF
MAINE
Culturefest is the inaugural event of International Week, October 31 -
November 8, which includes a variety of lectures, films, and musical events.
Call the Office of International Programs at 581-2905 for further
information.
end, evil is vanquished, the devil has to
spend another Saturday night by himself,
Diana gets to marry her twerp and Samson
speeds off into the sunset in his sporty little
convertible.
Now if you've never seen a Mexican
wrestling movie before, thank whatever deity
you happen to believe in, but then go out and
see one anyway. They are uniquely foreign
in a way I can't ever hope to describe. But
after seeing one, you'll know what I mean.
If Hollywood were to attempt to turn out one
of these, they would surely fail, the same
way they failed to effectively remake Japa-
nese monster movies. An American Samson
would be as bad, if not even worse, than the
American Godzilla.
Let us hope they preserve the sanctity of
El Santo.
Speaking of Santo, in the original ver-
sion, and in many subsequent translations,
he is playing himself, not this Samson guy.
I'm guessing that the translator of this ver-
sion thought that a name like Samson would
play better to American audiences. It didn't,
and if anything, leads to confusion in places.
In the wrestling scene, they didn't bother to
dub in new crowd sounds, so while we see
Samson fight his vampire nemesis, the crowd
is cheering for Santo.
Okay, so maybe this movie is more about
wrestling than Halloween, but you can't say
I didn't try. "Samson vs. the Vampire Wom-
en" does contain the devil though, as well as
the eponymous vampire women, so it will fit
the bill for Halloween or Dia de los Muerte
viewing.
American wrestlers who hope to make
the transition to movies, especially Hulk
Hogan, could learn a thing or two from El
Santo. If the Hulkster had been wearing a
mask during "Mr. Nanny," he might have
been spared the embarrassment of having
people know he was in it.
Dress up from page 15
my taste. I was standing outside an apart-
ment, and at that moment, a few guys walked
by my friend and me. Well, I guess my
costume was pretty convincing because they
began to hoot and holler obscene things;
they actually thought! was a woman! Wow,
this was quite a shock. Now I know what it
feels like to be treated in a disgusting man-
ner. It really stinks. N6netheless, the night
turned out to be pretty good after we left the
party and journeyed throughout town, stop-
ping at various parties along the way.
So, when October 31 rolls around re-
member a few things before you go out:
Have fun, be good, don't imbibe too many
bad substances, do onto others (and all that
good stuff), but most importantly, get freaky!
Happy Halloween to you and yours. Cheers.
414urtizppenin
eA
Friday October 30
• Jazz TGIF w/ UMA Jazz
Ensemble- 12:15pm Damn
Yankee
• Swing with Swingmatism
at the New Moon Cafe, $5
cover; Class 8-9, Band 9-
12pm.
• Pi Kappa Alpha
Halloween party at the
Oronoka.
• Women with Wings
Annual Halloween concert,
8pm, Church of Bangor, 120
Park Street, $5 donation.
Saturday October 31
• Culturefest, featuring
ethnic food, talent and style
shows, exhibits and music
offered by the International
Programs Office, Union
• New Moon Cafe's First
annual Halloween costume
party. $6 cover, $5 cover with
costume, $1 cover with a can
of food for the Shaw House.
• Fiji Halloween Bash at the
Oronoka, $5 a person.
• Pagan Campus
Organization Bonfire, 2pm-
midnight, Bumstock Field.
• Club Reality and OCB
present "The Freak Show"-
with 11 piece band Liquid
Soul, Field House from 10pm-
2am, $5 w /student ID, $3 w/
a costume, over 21 cash bar.
• The Maine Masque presents
The Halloween Costume Ball,
8pm, 1944 Hall acting studio,
$5 person, $8 couple.
4C]ltiLairbco'
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• What's happening
Sports on tap
There's no shortage of action on
campus this Halloween weekend. The
winter sports season heats up while the
fall sports head off into the sunset...
Women's Hoop:
Blue/White game at 6:30 p.m.
on Friday.
Men's Hoop:
Blue/White game at 8 p.m.
Friday.
Women's Soccer:
vs. Hartford at 2 p.m. Friday.
vs. Vermont at 1 p.m. Sunday.
Men's Soccer:
vs. UNH at 1 p.m. Saturday.
Field Hockey:
vs. Drexel at 3 p.m. Friday.
vs. Hofstra at noon Sunday.
• Intramurals
Rec sports update
The RECking sports ball is in full swing
and here are some event winners that hap-
pened lately:
Intramurals
Black Bear .5k run
Men: Bill Sheel
Women: Jen Sheel
Men's University (30 and under) win-
ner: David Long
Women's University (30 and under) win-
ner: Maurine Cronin
Mountain Bike Race
Six-mile race: Ben Parsons
Twelve-Mile race: T.J. Tremblay
Sigma Nu were the fraternity champs
Men's Lacrosse Tournament @ USM
Maine defeated Maine Maritime Acade-
my and the University of Southern Maine to
win the tournament.
Men's rugby
Despite losing to the White Mules ,33-
3, the Black Bears were the first team to
score on Colby all season.
Women's Rugby
The Maine Black .Bears play their final
game tomorrow in Orono against the Universi-
ty of Maine-Farmington. Game time is 11 a.m.
and will be played over at the ROTC tower field.
Soccer from page 18
in conference play.
"Full credit to Northeastern, they played
a great game," Atherley said.
The Bears also had to deal with playing
on artificial turf for the first and only time all
year, which gave Northeastern a distinct
home-field advantage. Playing on turf can
be a difficult adjustment for players who
rarely see the stuff.
And as if it wasn't bad enough, senior
captain Andy Guastaferro is battling a pulled
hamstring.
"He was at about 70 percent against
UMaine Sports:
the victory, the
defeat, the pride.
Read it in Sports.
The Maine Campus
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
Northeastern," Atherley said.
Despite being slowed down a little, Gua-
staferro wants to finish his career at UMaine
on a positive note.
"It's bothering me a little but not
enough to keep me out," Guastaferro said.
"We have enough people on the sideline,
I'm going to be in there unless I can't
walk."
The Bears will host their last home game
against New Hampshire on Saturday before
wrapping up the season against Harvard in
Portland next week.
SKEETERS
Redemption Center
614 Stillwater Avenue, Old Town
(Halfway between McDonald's & Doug's)
Open 7 Days a Week
Fast, Friendly Service
$25 Weekly Door Prize
S&H Green Stamps
Clean, Modern Facility
Bottle Drives Welcome
Free Commercial Pickup Available
10% BlaDNUUSENT ID
On Scent containers only expires 5/15/99
M-F 8:30-5:30 S & Su 8:30-4:30 827-1976
Coming
November 20
Warrant
Tickets on
sale now!
   49 S AreaBABF
Fri. & Sat. Night: Dakota
Great Drink Specials
989-1755
Off Wilson St., Brewer
Open Fri. & Sat. 7 p.m. to 1 a.m.
clas
travel
Alaska Employment -
Fishing industry Excel-
lent earnings & ben-
efits potential. Ask us
how! 517-222-4161 ext
A50671
#1 Spring Break Specials!
Book early- receive a free
meal plan! Cancun-Ja-
maica $399, Bahamas
$459, Panama City $99. 1
800-234-7007.
www.endlesssummertours.cor
Act Now! Call for best
Spring Break Prices to
South Padre(free meals),
Cancun, Jamaica, Keywest
Panama City reps
needed...Travel free, earn
cash, group discounts for
6+. www.leisuretours.com
800-838-8203
Spring Break ......Take 2"....
Free trips- only 15 sales &
earn $$. Hot destinations!
Low Prices! Free meals,
drinks, parties! Limited
offer. 1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.com
Spring Break 99!!
Cancun-Nassau-Jamaica -
Mazatlan-Acapulco -
Bahama Cruise-Florida -
South Padre. Travel free
and make lots of cash!
Top reps are offered
full-time staffjobs. Low-
est prices guarenteed.
Call now for details!
www.classtravel.com
800/838-6411
Cruise & Land Tour Em-
ployment - Excellent
earnings & benefits po-
tential. World Travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, Carib-
bean). Ask us how! 517
336-4228 ext. C50671
Spring Break 99! Free Booze
Food! Lowest Rates! UMO's
#1 Rep. 1998 10 Destination!
Call 866-2773 anytime.
personals
Reduce Stress!! Yoga
classes start 11/2 in
Orono & Bangor. All
Levels. Student rates.
New times. 945-0760
Low Rate Telephone Call-
ing Cards Great Rates. Alsc
for Foreign Calls Available
at Wadleigh's Market
Ski? Snowboard? Us too!
Call free 888-207-6240 for
free stuff.
Phoenix Taekwondo -
Classes 2 nts/wk - Old
Town. Workout, stretch,
self-defense, pressure
points. Call Ray @ 827-
5821
To place a
The Ma
come to the fourth f
ifieds
for rent
Orono Washburn
Place 1 opening as
of Jan 1 1999. 149
Park Street. Luxury
2BR townhome heat,
water, sewer incl.
no pets. sec. dep. &
lease required.
$625/mo. call 945-
6955
FREE ROOM adjacent
to campus plus
$105/month,for
maintenance person:
please write PO Box
71 Orono 04473
4 Bedroom house all
utilities paid W/D
dishwasher deck
close to campus. call
David at 989-3452
Rooms to rent @ 385
College Ave Orono
across from campus.
$225-250 all utilities
included. Call 866-7712.
Orono furnished
rooms only 2 minute
walk to university.
Call 866-7888.
5-Room apt. Large,
sunny rooms for 2-4
people, parking, - $500+
elec. or $750 includes
all utilities(3) 469-7839.
help wanted
TRAINED MEDIATORS
NEEDED Use your
skills and earn
money. Call Campus
Mediation. 581-2639
King's Pizza --FT/
PT positions: driv-
ers license and
proof of insurance
required.
Paid Marketing Intern-
ship. Campus Street
Rep Wanted: to mar-
ket and promote
animalhouse.com, the
ultimate online col-
lege community. E-
mail us:
campus@animalhouse.com
or call 1-800-254-
8433
for sale
for sale: (4) truck
tires with less tan
5000 miles on them
255/75/16. $60 each.
Call Gary Martin 827-
0279 or page 264-7757
Hamden 3 Bedroom
Ranch located in family
development. New fur-
nace/stove, car garage.
$89,900. 990-5601
assified ad in
• Campus
or of Chadbourne Hal.
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• Field hockey
Now or never
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus staff
Now it's up to New Hampshire to get
Maine into the playoffs.
As the regular season winds down to its
final weekend, the 3-3 America East Black
Bears are in an odd position when it comes
to getting into the poStseasort.
One, they must win home games against
Hofstra and Drexel this weekend arid two,
they need the 4-2 Wildcats to lose one of.
their two home games against Hofstra and
Drexel, forcing a tie-breaker, which Maine
would win thanks to their 5-1 win over UNH
earlier this season.
The Bears begin their quest at 3 p.m.
today when 2-4 Drexel comes into Orono..
The Dragons are sixth in the conference and
have an overall record of 9-9.
Coming off a 4-0 blanking of Rider
Monday night, Drexel is either real good or
somewhat bad, depending on what game
you watch.
In their nine wins, they have outscored
the competition 20-1 against questionable
opposition in the likes of West Chester,
Ursinus and Monmouth.
In their nine losses, they have been
outdone 22-3 in defeats to nationally ranked
Boston University, Northeastern, Delaware
and Old Dominion.
So where does Maine fall into that mix?
Overall, the 9-7 Bears have dropped five
of their last six games and have been out-
scored in those contests 16-3. Before this,
they won four of their last six with a 15-7
scoring margin with their victory over UNH
looming large.
However, the competition over the past
six games has been nationally ranked BU,
American, James Madison, Northeastern and
Delaware with the lone win coming over
Towson. .
Adrietine•Ric.hards and Pam Zukowski
will be the ones to watch for DU. Richards
has six goals and six assists for 18 points,
while Zukowski has four goals and two
assists for 10 points.
Maine will have a tough time of getting
past Heather Haigh, who comes irito the
contest at No. 3 in conference goaltending
with a 1.34 goals-against-average. ,
The season has not been as kind to.Hof-
stra, who are languishing .in the America
East basement at 1-5, with a 6-11 overall
record.
They are 0-5 when away from Hemp-
stead, N.Y., something that will play :into
Maine's favor, who are 5-1 at home .this
season when the teams do battle at noon on
Sunday.
There are two words to describe the
Dutchwomen's offense: Janet Walsh. Walsh
has torched opponents' nets for 18 goals. and
four assists for a league-best 40 points.
If that isn't enough, Lauren Garille and
Liz Sturm are tied for second in assists with
11 apiece.
Then how has Hofstra managed to drop
11 games? Defense, defense and more de-
fense. Goalkeep Amanda Mahnke is yield-
ing a league-worst 3.08 goals a game and
has a 79-percent save percentage.
Overall, Hofstra gives up goals at almost
a 2-1 ratio. Maine, on the other hand, is near
dead even.
The Roar: With four assists this week-
end, Becky Blue could tie the single season
record of 14 set by Annie Elkanich in 1994.
Six Maine players have already set career
marks in points.
• Men's soccer
Limping to the finish
By Jay Bahes
Maine Campus staff
When the University of Maine men's
soccer team wraps up its season this week it
will mark the end to a painful year.
And we're talking about real pain.
Pain from an epidemic of injuries that
are often associated with the other kind of
football. Concussions, fractured ankles and
a dash of mono are but a few of the ailments
that the Black Bears have contended with
this season.
Before the storm the Bears were looking
like America East contenders. They regis-
tered a conference point against powerhouse
Boston University for the first time since
1975 and were putting a scare into the hearts
of opposing coaches.
With two games to go, coach Scott Ather-
ley is hoping that he can keep 11 players
healthy enough to finish out the season.
"We're at the point where we have a guy
like Zack Sherry coming back from mono
playing the entire game," Atherley said.
"We're doing the best we can with the
players we have healthy."
Maine lost its fifth game in a row with a
3-0 loss to Northeastern Wednesday. The
Bears dropped to 5-9-1 on the season, 1-6-1
See SOCCER on page 17
Black Bears Kristi Knights (24), Mary Beth Coughlin (35), Jana Mailman (7) and the
rest of the field hockey team will battle for a playoff berth this weekend — then hope
New Hampshire loses. (Kurtis Marsh photo.)
Hoops from page 20
"Andrea's banging away in practice, try-
ing to get used to the physical nature of this
nature," Palombo said. "She's coming
along."
One reason Spencer thinks Pardilla, who
is a walk-on, can make it in Division! is that
she can create her own shot, something he
believes is lacking on most women's teams.
"Andrea has the ability to do that, both
facing the basket and back to the basket. I think
very few female players can do that," Spencer
said, who added that Pardilla will need to work
on quickness at the Division I level.
"I'm just looking to play my hardest and
have fun," the kinesiolop major said. "It's
been tough because [the other forwards] are
a lot bigger than I am, but you have to play
as big as you can."
Spencer said that other schools were
pursuing Pardilla, including Penn State, and
that he talked with Palombo about whether
or not she thought Pardilla could play at
UMaine or not.
Once he was convinced, he told his
thoughts to both Pardilla and her mother,
and the rest is history.
"I remember when the team used to play
in the Pit and I would go there," Pardilla
said. "Since I was in second grade, I can
remember wanting to come to Maine to play
basketball."
With a large ,family in the area (her
mother and father have a combined 20 broth-
ers and sisters), the Pardilla contingent will
not be hard to spot. 410.,
For Guerrette, also a walk-on, small Class
D Wisdom High was the place she made her
name as one of the top talents ever to come
out of Northern Maine.
A 5-9 point guard, she did it all for head
coach Mim Gagnon, scoring 1,549 points in
her four seasons and 40 points in a game, a
school record.
"I don't look at Tracy that way [as a
walk-on.] Tracy's a player," Palombo said.
`She's in a great position relative to playing
time because she's been so impressive in the
preseason::
She•has also gathered quite a few acco-
lades: Bangor Daily News All-State in 1998,
Lewiston Sun-Journal Class D Player of the
Year, Eastern Maine Class D All-Tourney
team and is a McDonald's Senior All-Star.
As if that wasn't enough, Guerrette was
a three-sport letter winner in basketball,
soccer and softball.
"Anyone you talk to about Wisdom High
School sports, her name will be at the top of
the list," Wisdom coach Mim Gagnon said.
The college choice for Guerrette was
simple but complicated: Division I or Divi-
sion II or III. Either she could take her
chance and take the chance of reduced play-
ing time or compete immediately for start-
ing slots with Colby or Southern Maine.
"It's a very challenging program, so I
wanted to get better as a player," Guerrette
cited as a reason she came to Orono.
With Amy Vachon cemented as Maine's
point guard, playing time for Guerrette will
most likely come at shooting guard or small
forward.
"She's an excellent three-point shooter
or inside shooter, an excellent passer. She
was my quarterback on the team; she ran the
show," Gagnon said.
With Wisdom High's population roam-
ing around 150 and most of Aroostook
County's the same, how Guerette will adapt
to the increased level of play will have to be
seen.
"It was so overwhelming being here with
athletics and academics, so the biggest ad-
justment has been balancing that," the biol-
ogy and pre-med major said.
"She's wasn't challenged like she'll be at
[UMaine]. I'm not trying to take away from
the quality of play up here, but there wasn't
anyone equaling her talent up here," Gagnon
said.
I think, therefore iMac.
It doesn't take a philosophy major to
understand the true meaning of iMac7Iteasy.
Easy to buy (no extra decisions). Easy to set
up (just add electricity).
And easy to use (one click and hello, intemet).
With the Pentium-crushing PowerPCG3
processor at its heart, iMac will help your
theories become reality, fast. Faster than any
of those regressed Pentium II compulers! And
it comes with 12 advanced software programs.
• So you'll have time for more important activities,
like contemplating the meaning of "graduation':
PowerPC G3 processor, 4-gigabyte hard disk, 32 megabytes SAM, 56K modern.:
Your special student price: $1,249
Available at: Computer Connection, 28 Shibles Hall
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• Men's hockey
It's about respect
By Darren Pare
Maine Campus staff
Last weekend was a pretty good one for
the University of Maine men's hockey team.
It won its own tournament and looked good
doing so. It also held onto its No. 3 ranking
in the nation.
The only problem I had with what was
taking place in the Alfond Arena was with
the actions of a portion of the crowd.
On Saturday, a player for the Union
College Skating Dutchmen was down on the
ice after getting hit. The player seemed to be
in a daze, face down on the ice, and for a few
seconds he was not moving any of his limbs.
The first thing that goes through my
mind with something like this happens is
Travis Roy.
While this was taking place, a bunch of
morons in light blue shirts were taunting the
Union College goal tender. Where in the
hell are your heads, people?
Usually I am all for taunting the opposing
team's goalie, but the guy on the ice could have
been seriously hurt. Just a clue for you clowns,
keep quiet until you know that the guy doesn't
have to be carted out on a stretcher, it's just
common sense and good form.
Well, if these Maine-iacs are going to be
that ignorant than we as students are better
off not being represented at all. I personally
don't want people to think I'm associated
with the group.
Another beef I have is that when the
national anthem is being performed, you
should probably let the singer finish before
you start hollering. It's called respect.
I won't expect you to grasp both aspects
of this sports-etiquette lesson before the
next home stand, it is probably too taxing for
your group, and I have only given you a
week to work on it.
I know we want the atmosphere in the
Alfond to be electric, but the thing is, we can
achieve this without having to be rude and
yelling things at opposing players when one
of their teammates and friends is injured on
the ice.
That isn't being tough, that is just being
cold, heartless and stupid. There is only one
place in the world for people who act this
way, and that is an English soccer match,
where they have to start riots because the
fans are so drunk and the game is so boring.
So let's review, harassing goalie — ac-
ceptable. Harassing goalie while a team-
mate is down — not acceptable. We will have
a test in one week over this material, and no,
I don't grade on a curve. Class is dismissed.
• Men's hockey
Pandemonium
By Dave Bailey
Maine Campus staff
So Maine hockey fans are too rowdy,
huh? What a load of malarkey.
Over the last four or five years, Maine
hockey fans have been about as exciting as
tuna salad. The Alfond rarely sells out any-
more, and the Naked Five have gone the way
of the blue suede shoe.
This season the Black Bears finally get
creative and conceive the clown wig-clad
Maine-iacs to stir up the sagging support for
the team.
The Maine-iacs did their job beautifully
last weekend. But instead of receiving a
well-deserved pat on the back, they get
dismissed as "a bunch of morons in light
blue shirts."
Well, excuse me.
I'm sick and tired of these so-called
"fans" who sit on their hands for three hours
at every game and then bitch and whine
about how the bleacher bums in the cheap
seats are too loud.
Too loud? TOO LOUD?'?
Listen up, fellas: Maine doesn't exactly
have an angelic reputation in the college
hockey universe. We're the bad boys, the
thugs. And that includes the fans, as well.
If Maine was at Boston University, I
would certainly expect the Terrier fans to
start hootin' and hollerin' if one of Maine's
goaltenders went down. That's real "sports
etiquette." Just remember: The first rule of
"sports etiquette" is that there is none!
The Maine-iacs schlepped $100-plus for
their comprehensive fee, they plunked down
five bucks apiece for a light blue T-shirt.
They should be able to do whatever they
damn well please short of armed robbery.
As for how they're supposed to represent
the student body, I think their antics last
weekend are far more representative of this
university than d bunch of old farmer hicks
who twiddle their thumbs while mumbling,
"That's our Cindy."
So just think for a while before labels
like "moron" get thrown at people who just
want to root for their team to win.
And as for any supposed disrespect for
the National Anthem, I seem to recall the
Maine-iacs singing with the anthem, not
"hollering." That's certainly as respectful —
and patriotic — as you can get.
So enough of this self-righteous belly-
aching from wannabe hockey fans. Maine
fans are supposed to be loud, outrageous and
among the best in the nation. Class dis-
missed — and open for recess.
JOIN US
• Maine Educational Association
• Maine Trial Lawyers
• Maine State Employees Association
• MLG Political Alliance
• Maine Council of Senior Citizens
• Maine League of Conservation Voters
• National Association of Social Workers
• Maine AFL-CIO
• Dingo Alliance
• Maine People's Alliance
• National Organization of Women
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• Football
Bears in the roost
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
They've been ghosts in the winning col-
umn for the last three weeks and come this
Halloween weekend, the University of Maine
football squad will need more than a bag of
tricks to defeat one of the nation's premier
programs.
Maine, which has fallen out of NCAA I-
AA playoff contention after dropping its last
three games, will hop on its broom and fly to
Delaware where the Fighting Blue Hens
will come dressed as the No. 9 team in the
country.
The Black Bears will play on Halloween
for just the third time in more than a decade,
with all three match-ups coming against the
Hens.
Frighteningly, in its previous two Hal-
loween meetings with Maine (1992, 1987),
Delaware has piled up at least 50 points,
only to post a 1-1 mark, however. The Bears
defeated the Hens in double overtime, 59-
56, in 1987.
"I hope they don't repeat that 50-point
thing," said Black Bear coach Jack Cos-
grove, who, despite his team submerged
Brown. "[Delaware Stadium] can get very
wild."
"We'll have a large crowd," Delaware
coach Tubby Raymond said. "We always
get large crowds."
"The place reeks of football," Cosgrove
added.
Oh yes. And one other thing.
The Blue Hens run the most nontradi-
tional offense, known as the ` wing-T', that
has flustered and infuriated programs across
the country.
"The 'wing-T' is very difficult to de-
fend," said Brown, who will play in front of
his parents for the first time this season.
"We'll have to stop the option and everyone
will have assignments."
The "wing-T" offense revolves around
three guys in the backfield, all stacked be-
hind the quarterback. Once the ball is
snapped, it's anyone guess who gets the ball,
who is the faker and who is the blocker.
"It's a guessing game," Raymond said,
who coached the Black Bear baseball squad
in 1952-53. "It's been very effective for us."
"It's a nontraditional offense, that's for
sure," Cosgrove said. "It's a very, very dif-
ferent style. But there's a method to their
"We'll have a large crowd.
We always get large crowds."
— Delaware coach Tubby Raymond
in a three-game losing streak, still man-
aged a smile. "At least we won one of
those."
Delaware, which has posted 10 consec-
utive winning seasons, redefines football
powerhouse as its .756 winning percentage
this decade is the third highest among I-AA
programs.
Only Dayton (84-12-0) and defending I-
AA champion Youngstown State (89-22-2)
have recorded higher winner percentages in
the 1990s.
-We're going up against an NCAA-
championship caliber of a team," Cosgrove
said. "Delaware is just in a class by them-
selves."
But the Black Bears (4-4, 2-4 in the
Atlantic 10) will not only have to contend
with the Hens' 22-2 combined home record
in their last four seasons but an expected
crowd or more than 20,000 as well.
"It's going to be exciting," said the spark
plug of Maine's special teams, Darrick
madness."
Craig Cummings, Andre Thompson and
Darrick Downs lead the way for the Hens,
combining for 1,086 rushing yards and eight
touchdowns. But the most dangerous Dela-
ware weapon lies at the spread end position
with Eddie Conti.
"Conti is their all-purpose guy," Cos-
grove said. "He's their play maker."
The senior has set 13 school records this
season, six of them coming in the Hens' 27-
20 win over Northeastern Oct. 3.
Conti leads all NCAA I-AA receivers in
yardage per game (138.9) and ranks fourth
in all-purpose yards (207.1). So how do you
stop him and Delaware's unconventional
offense?
"We need to keep their offense off the
field which stresses our running game," said
Maine tailback Ben Christopher, who ranks
eighth in the A-10 with 71.3 yards per game.
"We need to execute and we need to knock
off the big dog."
INSIDE SPORTS
Sheek and King square off.
page 19
Field hockey's last hope.
page 18
Could it be? Yes, Rec Sports. page 17
The Black Bear defense — shown here against Richmond — will have to contend with
the Delaware Blue Hens this weekend. And it won't be easy. (Jason Canniff photo.)
• Women's hoop
New team, new faces
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus staff
When the University of Maine women's
basketball team steps on the Alfond Arena
floor Friday night for its annual Blue/White
scrimmage, it will be a big achievement for
the freshmen to finally reach the goal of
Division I baskeball.
For two such Maine-born players, it will
especially be a thrill as Old Town's Andrea
Pardilla and St. Agatha's Tracy Guerrette
will have the opportunity to follow in the
footsteps of some of the heroes they grew up
watching.
In hearing about soft-spoken Pardilla,
one gets the impression that she is a major
find for Maine coach Joanne Palombo-Mc-
Callie' s team.
For three seasons, Pardilla starred for
coach Garry Spencer's Class A Old Town
Indians team, the 17-1 Eastern Maine run-
ner-up in 1998.
The near 6-foot power forward averaged
20 points, 10 rebounds, two steals and three
blocks a game, and holds school records for
points in a game with 35 twice and blocks in
a game, season and career.
Pardilla won one of the top female bas-
ketball honors as Miss Maine in 1998, was
an all-Tourney selection two years in a row,
Big East All-Conference selection twice
and Big East player of the year.
As if that weren't enough, according to
Spencer, Pardilla wears a size-12 men's
shoe, can palm a men's basketball and is still
growing.
With that rap sheet, who didn't notice
See HOOPS on page 18
ATHLETE OF
THE WEEK
STEVE KARIYA
After scoring four of his
team's 11 goals last
weekend, University of Maine
senior hockey captain Steve
Kariya is our Maine Campus
Athlete of the Week. Kariya,
who has picked up 50 points
in each of the last two
seasons, helped the Black
Bears win the JC Penney
Hockey Classic by defeating
the University of Moncton
and Union College.
